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Two Monkeys, One Grape’s six plays, for a cast of five actor/singers*, average twenty/twenty 
five minutes in length. The plays utilize multiple genres: two are comedies, Tiger Warning! and 
Bawdy Parts; there’s a tragedy, Dead White Males; a drama, Torture: A Love Story; and the first-
act closer Androgynous Student Devoured by Rats, a Grand Guignol comedy/horror show.  

In the end, in play # 6, Jouissance: Five Simple Songs, Two Monkeys, One Grape opens its big, 
hopeful heart and sings. 

Hyper-aware of the 21stC world it inhabits, Two Monkeys, One Grape uses the language of the 
left and right, not to drive consensus toward the political middle, but to provoke new 
conversations that transcend divisive, isolationist, partisan impulses. The plays  eye misogyny and 
misandry, critique political correctness and identity politics. The characters snap selfies, crack 
wise, bend genre, ponder gender, celebrate difference, champion the weak, check each other’s 
privilege, ignore their own, dissect power, lament and laugh, weep and exalt the human 
condition.        

Post-Workshop Comment 

“Two Monkeys, One Grape is an audacious,  

hilarious and powerful evening of theatre.” 

Roy Surette, Artistic Director, Centaur Theatre 

Director of the first public staged-reading at 

The Centaur, Montreal, Quebec. 

 

Thanks: Brussels-based Buffon/clown Master, Nader Farman. Mask Meister/director Brian 
Dooley. Baroque movement specialist, director/choreographer/co-director, Marie-Nathalie 
Lacoursiere. Collaborator and theatre composer Nick Carpenter. The Quebec Arts Council (CALQ), 
Exploration and Development workshop, 2019. The Canada Council for the Arts (Playwright in 
Residence at The Centaur Theatre 2017/18). Centaur Theatre Executive and Artistic Director Roy 
Surette, and GM Chuck Childs. Emma Tibaldo, Executive and Artistic Director of Playwrights 
Workshop Montreal (in-house readings and on-going financial support).  English-Arabic 
translation: Saīd Elouellad. Robert Tsonos, Watermark Theatre Artistic Director who sponsored 
two readings: in-house, 2018, public 2019. McGill University’s IPLAI Artist in Residence program, 
Executive Director Paul Yachnin. Dramaturg Paula Danckert. Special thanks to the generous 
workshop actors in Prince Edward Island and Montreal whose contributions challenged my 
assumptions, energized my urges and clarified my intent. 

 
Post-Reading Comment 

"Fun, whimsical, and intelligent.  

A wonderful collection of short plays". 

Robert Tsonos, Artistic Director,  

In-house reading (2017) and public reading (2019). 

Watermark Theatre, North Rustico,  

Prince Edward Island. 
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TWO MONKEYS, ONE GRAPE 

The Plays 
 

Act One  
Play #1:  Tiger Warning!  Clown/Mask: comedy. The Professor is betrayed, chastised, humiliated, 

dismissed and gravely injured. It looks dire. Until… You can’t keep a good pedant down! 
 Characters:  The Professor, The Doktor. 
 
Play #2:  Dead White Males. Tragedy. Revenge served hot. Hatred flares, fades and flares again.  

Characters:  Jessica Cambion, Vic and Ben Carter, Margo Gagnon, Matthias Sharaban. 
 
Play #3:  Androgynous Student Devoured by Rats. Comedy/Horror: Grand Guignol, half-mask. 

Much is given, but more is taken away. What can happen when dreams come true, and 
nurture neuters nature… 
Characters:  Ara, The Doktor, Daisy and Clover (Monkeys) then Hubris/Nemesis (Apes), 
Delivery Person/Helicopter Parent. 
 

Intermission 
 

Act Two 
Play #4:   Torture:  A Love Story. Drama. Beneath the robe, forbearance. Behind the mask, 

compassion. Beneath the dome, timeless love.  
Characters:   Alham Alsoswa, Khalid Khoury. 

 
Play #5:   Bawdy Parts: The Great Wheel and the Rule of Three.  Comedy. The Professor, 

‘wounded but not slain, lays him down to rest a while’ then rises to love again. 
 Characters:  The Prof, Carole, Leo, Mustafa, Horacio, Jesus, The Buddha, Shiva/Shivaa. 
 
Play #6: Jouissance*: Five Simple Songs. Song cycle. Two Monkeys, One Grape opens its big 

heart and sings! All’s well that ends… Expansion, completion, redemption. 
Hear The Complete Songs**(single instrument, five-voice demos):  

1. THE TIPPING POINT:  (Resolves Plays #1 & 5)  The Prof, Jesus, Buddha, Shiva.  
2. DEAD WHITE MALES:  (Resolves Play #2)  Jessica/Victor, duet. 
3. TALK ME DOWN:  (Expands Play #3)  Ara, solo.  
4. WE SING OF LOVE:  (Expands play #4) ALHAM and Khalid. Ensemble.  
5. JOUISSANCE. (Resolves, celebrates, expands the entire work)  Ensemble.  

 
Hear a short, FIVE SONG MEDLEY. 
 

* Jouissance: French, noun; physical or intellectual pleasure. (OED) mirth, festivity, sexual pleasure. 
 

Please note**: The songs resolve or expand the plots of each of the five preceding works, with musical 
arrangements inspired by country, art song, music theatre/lounge, anthem and cabaret.  The five songs 
of Jouissance will be performed sequentially as numbered, together, to end the show.  

 
See five actor/singer cast role distribution list, page 91. 

 

http://www.masterplayworks.com/the-tipping-point/
http://www.masterplayworks.com/dead-white-males/
http://www.masterplayworks.com/talk-me-down/
http://www.masterplayworks.com/we-sing-of-love/
http://www.masterplayworks.com/jouissance/
http://www.masterplayworks.com/six-minute-medley/
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TWO MONKEYS, ONE GRAPE 

 

Act One, Play #1: Tiger Warning! 

 

Cast:  THE PROFESSOR*:  Post middle-age. (*See also play #5, Bawdy Parts!) 

THE DOKTOR**:  Useful University’s B. F. Skinner Neo-Behaviorist Institute 
Director, with Il Dottore (Commedia dell’Arte) half-mask.  (**See also The Doktor, 
Play #3, Androgynous Student Devoured by Rats) 

Setting:   The Useful University Student Centre Theatre. Bare stage. Later, a flight of steps. 

 

Scene: The Doktor, director of Useful University’s Neo-Behaviorist De-Reconditioning Institute, 
sits front and centre with the audience. She wears a  Commedia dell’Arte Il Dottore half-mask 
throughout. Clown gear and a bicycle horn are arranged within her reach.  

The Doktor stands, bicycle horn in hand, addresses the audience. 

DOK 

Welcome to Useful University’s… Attitude Reboot Boot Camp! 

Sharp blast of the horn. The Professor stumbles on stage, as if pushed. The Doktor sits. 

Begin. 

 Disoriented, the Professor discovers The Doktor. 

PROF 
You!!! You cunning, conniving post-truth scavenger! You destroyed me.  
 Silence. 
We met on the street that awful day. You and your non-cisgendered, sexually ambiguous 
acolyte… not that there’s anything wrong with that.  
“Young men have the same right to rise and flourish as young women,” I said. “Both to the 
fullest possible expression of their humanity.” 
“Young white males must be sacrificed,” you said, “so young women and non-white males, and 
LGBT LMNOP Q plus plus plus persons can advance.”  
That’s when your Post Millennial research assistant said that awful thing: “Back in the old timey 
days,” he, she, I mean ‘they’ said, “that’s what old-school wars were for. To reduce the male 
population. Men were expendable. Now you’re  just  irrelevant.”   
 Silence. 
Well? Your words, Madam, to his… her… their mouth. You, Dr. DoNot, did the unfathomable. 
Nothing. You said nothing. God help us. That it should come to this. Gender revenge. Pure and 
simple and as ugly as original sin. We’re better than this. Aren’t we?  

DOK 
You opted for ‘Stand-up’ for your Useful U Reboot Bootcamp Show and Tell. Correct? 
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PROF 
Yes. For my guiltless sins. Not that there was much choice: ‘Stand-up Comedy – An Awesome 
Tool to Improve Pedagogic Efficacy’. Or ‘Appreciating Gangsta: All’s Fair in Love and Rap’. 
Evidently they encourage inclusive, culturally sensitive interpretations of last-century thug 
tunes containing charming ‘lyrics’ like Cut That Faggot and Beat Yo Bitch. 

 
Bicycle horn. The Doktor throws a clown nose at the Professor. It misses. The Professor 
contemplates the nose, the audience, the Doktor, the nose.  
 

PROF 
Hey!  I did not – repeat did not – check the ‘Clown Attire Optional’ box.  
 

Horn. Loud.  
DOK 

I checked it for you. We remind you that you may be reinstated, sans tenure, with partial 
pension. If you pledge to embrace this era’s defining characteristics. 

PROF 
Yeah, yeah. Discourtesy. Toxic narcissism. Fake news. False facts. Nativism and neo-nationalism. 
Pandering populism. Chronocentrism. Presentism. Shameless self-promotion. And noxious, 
stomach-turning public vulgarity.  

DOK 
Repeat the Useful U Motto. 

PROF 

“If it hadn’t been for you there would be a better me.” 

DOK 

Correct. Nose. Nose!  Now!!  

 

Bicycle horn. Loud. The Prof jumps, fits the nose. 
 

DOK 
Safe space advisory.  

PROF 
Wha…? 

DOK 
Safe space advisory.  

PROF 
Ah… 

DOK 
NOW! 

PROF 
Alright alright!  Geeze. Useful U’s Student Union Lecture Theatre, generously funded by BioTech 
Limits Unlimited, Ltd., has provided a ‘Safe Space’. Only  they forget where it is. Please, no 
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perfume of any kind. No sharing epi-pens or puffers. No hallucinogens. No opioids. Get high on 
your own meds at home.  

DOK 
Micro-medical sensitivity alert.  

PROF 
Oh, for God’s sake grow up!  
 
 Horn. Very loud.  

PROF 
Kidding! Big Pharma is people too! 
 

Silence.  
DOK 

Well? 
PROF 

Ah… 
 Surreptitiously checks crib notes on his phone. 
Hey!  How are you all doin’?  Any Boomers in the house?  Remember the sixties?  Drop roll and 
cover!  Let’s all say ‘Groovy!’ 
Any Gen Xers out there?  Gen X… the sad-sack pitifully cynical Eeyore generation. Can we all say 
’whatever’?   
Hey!  Millennials!  Raise your lily-white hands. It’s okay. This is a safe space… (aside)  Not!  
There we go. A show of hand. Everyone. Together. Let’s hear a hearty ‘Screw you, Grandpa. It’s 
all about me because I’m special’. 

DOK 
Warning. 

PROF 
What? Not funny enough? 

DOK 
No more grumpy, entitled old white male bullshit!  Rim shot 
 

PROF 
Sorry…?   

DOK 
Rim shot!   

PROF 
Oh, yeah. Ba da boom, baby. You like?  I learned that from Gonzo, the  Useful U HR guy. Hey!  
Anyone here from Lala Land?  Not California. Or Vancouver. The one in your head. Great little 
town, Lala Land. Within spitting distance of OMG!  A mile downwind of WTF!!   
I am The Professor. You may remember me from such hits as The Nutty Professor. The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show?  Gilligan’s Island?   
Kidding. I currently hold the chair in Maslovian Liberal Humanist studies – 

Bicycle horn. 
Oh. Right. I did  hold the chair. Until my foundation became your B. F. Skinner Neo-National 
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Behaviourist Institute.  
I call chicanery, Madam. I call betrayal, misandry and deceit. 

Silence. 

I was drugged then sexually assaulted by two of our – your – less attractive students. A 
cisgendered young man and a non-cisgendered young woman. Entitled young syllabus Nazis. 
Frequently drunk. Often stoned. One American. One from B. C. The province, not the era. They 
captured the pitiful event on their phones. To up their grades, then get me fired. Which they 
did. (phone)  They posted the assault on PornHub. See?  That’s me. Or parts of me. Daddy Bear, 
‘she’ called me. He called me Doctor Tub. (immodest)  Actually, the sex was surprisingly 
vigorous. Whoah!  Thirty thousand hits so far.  (scrutinizes the audience) You’re judging me. I 
see it in your eyes. You’d lynch me if you could. I waded through my doubts. Thought I was 
somehow complicit. Until they did it again. Same M/O. Don’t believe me? Here are the 
toxicology reports. Beware students bearing Starbucks.  
 

Horn. 
DOK 

First mandatory joke.  
PROF 

Okay okay!  This, ah, ‘joke’ was, ah, ‘written’ by our Attitude Reboot Bootcamp break-out 
group. So… Three white males walk into a bar. The bartender says, “Welcome, white male 
dudes. What’ll it be?” White Male #1, a boomer with a boner says, “I’ll have a White Male 
Privilege. Make it a double.”  The bartender says, “Sorry, we’re out of bitters. Let me make you 
a Fun While It Lasted instead.”  
WM #1 says “Forget it. I’ve changed my mind. I’ll have a Shirley Temple.” 
“A Shirley Temple. In this day and age?”  The Bartender says. “Surely you jest.”  
“Don’t call me Shirley,” snorts the Boomer. 

 
Horn. 

DOK 
Unacceptable. Gender-shaming warning. And possible copyright infringement.  

PROF 
Okay okay. My apologies to all Shirleys, past, present and yet to be.  
White Male #2, a GenXer wearing his ex-wife’s heavily used LuLu Lemon Solidarity Spandex 
yoga tights, his flaccid penis –  
 

Horn. The Professor over rides the interruption. 
 

PROF 

– his withered penis outlined on his thigh, cowering in the skin-tight fabric, he orders a 
Reparation Sling. “Sorry,” the Bartender says. “We’re out of the key ingredient. The milk of 
human kindness.”   
“Figures,” the Xer says, “Gimme a Whatever. With two large maraschino cherries.”   
“To replace your balls,”  the Boomer barman mumbles. 
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The third person, a mirthless me-me-me-Millennial – a snowflake, so-called – sees how the 
game is played. The Millennial, says:  “So... I’ll have what you’re having. But make it special, just 
for me.”  
“With pleasure”, the bartender says. “One All History is Toxic with a twist of Disney 
Prince/Princess coming right up.”   
“Here,”  the snowflake says. “In my special Beauty and the Beast sippy cup.” 
 

Silence. 

DOK 
That’s it?   

PROF 
That’s all they, I mean we, wrote. They found it hilarious!  Me?  I’d order a We’re All in This 
Together. We are, aren’t we?  All in this together?  Or has all the truth and beauty of our 
brilliant species been stirred, not shaken, thrown back into the cosmic brew in the hope an 
improved concoction will emerge?   

Silence.   
Alrighty then. Hey!  Did you hear the one about the slightly left of centre University Professor. 
Betrayed by his fundamentalist right-wing colleague? Drugged and falsely accused of sexual 
assault by her extremist left-wing students? Ta da... boink! 
 
 Horn. Loud. 

DOK 
First macro-aggression warning.  

PROF 
It seems I also ‘macro-aggressed’ the predatory young Starbucks couple. Just wait until you 
grow up, I told them. Your kids will macro-aggress the shit out of you!  Guaranteed!   
You see, I’d proposed a liberal humanist notion, to whit: All boats should rise together. They 
mocked. They scoffed. ‘The past is toxic bullshit’, he said. ‘Only my feelings in my present 
matter,’ she said. Feelings. Not facts. Authenticity, not tru –   

DOK 

Old-timey white male privilege warning. Move along please. 

PROF 
I reframed the most contentious 21C question to date: whose lives matter?   

DOK 

Trigger warning! 

PROF 

I asked, ‘to what degree.’  Then, ‘why’. Silence. Not a word. Aggrieved people must be taken 
seriously. Of course. Absolutely. But anonymous accusers encouraged to shoot to cripple from 
the shadows?  Innocence inadmissible?  Guilt presumed?   

Horn. 
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DOK 
Off-topic warning!   

PROF 
Denounce. Decry. Repress. Think this, say that. Why now?  When we’ve come so far and 
learned so much?  We are all in the same boat –  
 Horn. 
Freedom of speech, R.I.P.  

Horn.  
Freedom of thought, R.I.P.  
 Horn. 
Academic freedom, Rest in Peace.  
 Horn. Horn. 
Stalinist gulags were born from this.  

Horn. Horn. Horn.  
 
The Doktor stands, hits the Prof smack in the face with a balled up, fuzzy red clown wig.  
 

DOK 
Resistance is futile.  

PROF 

So I see. The past did not happen. The future is postponed. Forgive me, past, for I have sinned. Empower 

me, future, that I may sin again.  

  Horn. 

DOK 

Warning!   

 Horn.  

 Horn. Horn.  

Horn horn horn. 

PROF 
Sorry. I will comply.  
 

The Doktor sits. The Prof unfolds and fits the hideous wig which is tight, but manageable.  
 

PROF 
I did opt for stand-up. Mistake? Possibly. (consults notes) There’s nothing to laugh at since 911, 
when America lost its mojo and its grip. Since the GenX ‘Whatevers’ produced their Mirthless 
Millennials. God knows what horrors their pale saplings will propagate.  
Anywho, I got my first gig. This – you – dear audience, is/are my penance. Beats the community 
service option: cleaning tramp shit from under the overpass. I guess...   

DOK 
Peanuts. 
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PROF 
What?  Oh. Yes. Peanuts were consumed while prepping this gig. (checks his breath) 

DOK 
Continue. 

PROF 
A quick personal note if I may?   

Silence. 
I want to be comfortable in my own skin. Like before we boomers got busted. Before GenXers – 
whatever – decided all boats should sink together. And their mirthless spawn took to pedaling 
little yellow plastic tubs on their artificial lake called Screw-You-I’m-Special. Their Xer parents in 
the little passenger seat coddling their over-hydrated soft-boiled Millennial child. Sunscreen, 
sippy cup and cuddle toys at the ready. With every push of the pedals saying, ‘good job’, 
Munchkin. ‘Good job!’ 
 A mirror descends. He adjusts his wig.  
The Starbucks aggressors had lawyer parents. Sued the last trace of backbone out of the 
university’s ‘dust-bunnies-for-balls’ administration. They knocked the will to educate right out 
of little old... me. Me! With so much to give. Such joy in the giving.  
I quit before they could fire me. Surely it’s all about balance and co-operation. An open hand, 
not a closed fist. Grace and kindness, not domination through shame and treachery. Not this: 
utter humiliation.  

The mirror ascends. He watches it disappear. 
Isn’t it? 

Silence. 

Better? 

 Silence. 

I’m dying up here.  

Silence. 

The Post-Modern era is dead, the Academy tells us. So where are we now?  The Age of 
Acceleration is the front runner. I’m partial to The Age of Anger. Or The Age of Rage. Rage is all 
the rage. Let’s call it the Age of Neither Here nor There – here being better than there.  

(phone notes) Hey! How you all doin’? Welcome to The Age of the Cupcake. The Age of the 
Selfie. The Age of Ignorance, Spite and Revenge. The Age of Violence and Coarse Language. The 
Age of Viewer Discretion is Advised. The Age of Guilty Until Proven Guilty if you’re old, white 
and male.  

At a signal from The Doktor, one oversized clown shoe drops from the grid.  

Ah ha!  The Age of Chicken Little.  

He waits. 

I’m waiting for the, ah, you know, the other… 

 Nothing. 

Whatever.  
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 He puts on the one big shoe. 

Henceforth, we are obliged to judge the book by its cover. The left shall nurture the Cult of the 
Victim. The right shall promote the Olympics of the Oppressed. Our natural instinct toward the 
common good shall henceforth be pathologized. Justice optional. Merit despised. The quality of 
mercy shall be strained. Not the meek. No... The merely uncomfortable shall inherit the earth. 

 Clown horn, loud.  

DOK 
Imperialist white male misquote.  

PROF 
Who will survive the downward spiral of who did what to whom?  We are all guilty. Except 
those of us who are not. 
 

Horn. 
DOK 

Out of sync with current values. Improv Exercise #1.    
 

PROF 
 Wha’?    

DOK 
Useful U Attitude Reboot Boot Camp Improv Exercise #1.   
 
 A file card flutters down. The Professor catches it, reads:  
 

PROF 
‘Postulate, develop and resolve a relevant set of contemporary antimonies’.  
 
 Silence. 

PROF 
WTF? 

DOK 
Select two antimonous concepts – 

PROF 
Antimonous...?  Antimony. Right. Mega-paradox. Insoluble conflict. Contradictory forces which 
build us up and tear us down. Simultaneously... Gimme a sec.  
I’ll go with entropy and jouissance.  

DOK 
Explain. 

PROF 
Suppress for a moment your knowledge of the second law of thermo-dynamics which defines 
entropy as the unavailability of a system's thermal energy for conversion into mechanical work, 
often interpreted as…  
Oh dear. You’ve all gone blank. Try this… Entropy for Dummies: You are on a beach. You beaver 
away with your little blue shovel and your bright red bucket. Your sandcastle, no matter how 
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well-crafted, is utterly vulnerable to the wind and waves. You renovate. You patch the roof. 
Level the floors. You’re in a good ‘hood. Property values soar. Time passes. The great wheel 
turns. Alas!  All is for naught… much. Your pride and joy, God’s very own flesh and bone 
sandcastle – you – dissolves. Beautiful you. Entropized. Off you go, molecule by carbon-silicate 
molecule. Tumbling willy and nilly in the crashing waves and roiling tides of the great 
intergalactic sea.   
I came around the corner, and there I was  –  a shaft of light in a radiant wheel of cosmic dust. 
Then? Ba da bang! Gone! Back to shapeless incoherence.  
Structure. Balance. Beauty and complexity. Your great grandmother and your best friend Mike – 
all you hold dear ‘... resolves itself into a dew and is no more’.  

Horn. 

DOK 
Second toxic dead white male misquote alert! 

PROF 

We are sandcastles, Old Friend, you and I. We spend our lives resisting entropy. I like this about 
us. We cope. We fear the sun. But love light. So we build stuff. This explains our love of glass 
curtain, rebar and concrete when sticks and feathers, birch bark and caribou hide no longer do 
the trick.  When the perfect storm surges. When the mega tide turns. When the air ignites and 
rivers evaporate. Exposed we’ll wander, sad as Hamlet. Mad as Leer. Ever more desperate and 
alone.   
I have become my own fool.  
(sings) One more time around Piccadilly Circus. Driver follow that bus – 
 

DOK 
No singing. 

PROF 
No singing!? NO SINGING! Enough! ENOUGH!! You… Hiding behind you bicycle horn and your 
interdepartmental disciplinary committee bullshit!  You usurper!  Turncoat!  Traitor!  Judas! 
Judina! I denounce you utterly. 
 

Horn, very loud.  

DOK 
Inappropriate gender re-de-ideation warning. 
 

PROF 
What-ev-er!  God. I sound like that grim gang with trust issues who produced the…  No. Wait. 
I’ve confused them with the Hipsters. The unsullied. The brand-obsessed ‘authenticity’  
enthusiasts. Those man-bunned, check-shirted, bushy-bearded puritans. And that’s just the 
girls!  Ba da – 

DOK 
MACRO-AGGRESSION! GENDER-SHAMING-ANTI-YOUTH TRIGGER WARNING!   
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PROF 

All I’m asking is, when did authenticity – 
 
 Horn. 
Become synonymous with truth?  
 Horn.  

DOK 
Wrap it up. 
 

An academic gown descends. The Prof slips it on, without thought or comment. 

PROF 
According to Gonzo, always leave the biggest laugh to last. Aren’t we nature’s most willful child, 
both perpetrator and victim?  Seriously now folks. I, myself, frequently feel like an unstoppable 
force of nature. One of billions set loose to shape and be shaped by a planet that’s been shaped 
while reshaping itself. We are fated to grind against each other. Women against men. Man 
against man. Woman against women. Us against them. Western anxiety vs. Middle Eastern 
unease. Christian Evangelicals vs. Islamic Fundamentalists. Russian and American oligarch 
hoarders ready to hunker down/bunker down and wait it out. As terrified of Armageddon as 
the other 99.9% of us.  
And who knows what those whacky Chinese are up to?   

The Doctor skims a tasseled mortarboard across the stage. The PROF perches it atop his 
clown wig. Very precarious. 

PROF 
Forget about it. The West is best and screw the rest. Populism. Neo-nationalism. Nativism. The 
befuddled, guilt-ridden work-yourself-to-death men and women of the energy-hungry middle 
class, and those who want to join it…   
And the poor, God help us… the poor, the poor, the eternal wretched poor.  

A very large, garish clown tie descends slowly. 
And men… Don’t get me started on men. Men of all shapes and sizes and races.  
 The Professor dons the tie. 
Men... Silenced. Castrated. Cast into reproductive limbo. Your husbands. Sons. Fathers. 
Brothers. Lovers. Despised simply for having a pair.  
We ask why unformed boys come to fear and despise their own gender. Mutilate themselves. 
Arm themselves with fear and shame and kill their fellow man.  
Perfectly lovely young males. Boys. Children, really. Perched on the brink of manhood. Terrified. 
Told they are natural born rapists. Taught from the womb that our gender, our masculinity is 
toxic. Poisoned’ by testosterone? Polluted by a teaspoon of that ancient, honourable, pearly 
white spurt of primordial protein?  
 Horn. 
How evil!  How wrongheaded. How cruel. Let she who is without sin crush the first stone.  

Silence.  
I’m looking at you, Hornblower! 
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Silence.  
We are anointed at the fountain of courage, vision and perseverance.  We are the stuff that 
dreams, volcanoes and a decent Caesar salad are made of. We are part of nature, which is part 
of us. We are born as beautiful and tough, tentative and determined as life itself. Born to 
survive – red in tooth, claw and general demeanor.  

DOK 
Tiger Warning!  I mean Trigger Warnng. 

PROF 
Screw you, Madam Director, and the pale horse you rode in on! 
 
 A length of rope falls. The Prof assesses it. 
 

PROF 
Ah. How much… ? 

DOK 
Enough.  
 

A five-step stair unit rolls on. A ‘sky hook’ descends. On it hangs an academic robe. It fits 
the Professor perfectly. 

DOK 
Conclude.  

PROF 
Where was I?  Ah yes...  
 The Prof fashions a noose. 
Two great conflicting forces. Entropy and jouissance. The world’s best word is the little-big 
word ‘love’. Thank you, French people, for the second-best word ever:  That word is jouissance. 
Rooted in joy and play. Pleasure. Illicit experience. Orgasm figures, as does ejaculation.  
 

DOK 
Excessive Pleasure Warning!   

PROF 
PISS OFF, YOU JOYLESS WANKER!  (Sings) Jouissance, jouissance, jouissance! 
 

He forms a loop with the bite of the rope, attempts to snag the shy hook. It swings out of 
reach. The universe swirls as The Professor flails then falls. He lands on his thin, plastic 
clown shoe-clad heel. We hear terrible cracking noises. He pitches forward, smacks his 
right hand on the stage. A second crunch.  
 

PROF 
Oh, God. I am so screwed.  

He tries to stand, screams, crumples in a heap. 
Here endeth the lesson.  Ba da...  
 

He passes out.  
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Blackout.  

Music/Light show: The universe swirls intermezzi.  
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TWO MONKEYS, ONE GRAPE 

Act One, Play #2:  Dead White Males. 

Characters:   JESSICA CAMBION:  Late twenties. Trim and wiry. Edgy and unsettled. 

VICTOR CARTER:  Seventy. Frail. Tenacious. Dying. 

BEN CARTER:  Victor and Margo’s younger brother. 

MARGO GAGNON:  Ben and Victor’s sister. Mid-sixties. 

MATTHIAS SHARABAN:  Ben’s husband. Speaks accentuated English. 

Time:    The Present. 

Setting:        At the apex of a triangle, Jessica’s home office – an elevated, jumbled, eerie.  

On deck, a quarantine/palliative care unit, with waiting area adjacent.  

 

Scene 1:  Morning. Jessica’s home office. Below, the quarantine suite.  

JESSICA  (speak/writes) 

Dear ‘Blog-O-Holics: I’ve been picking at the scabs  of my miserable childhood long enough to 

know that my life changed forever the day Victor Carter shot and killed my best friend Becky.  

I was fourteen. For four beautiful weeks, I loved Becky. And Becky loved me. I don’t know how I 

survived. I don’t know that I did. All I know is, there’s nothing more intense than teenage love. 

It burns while it drowns. Hurts like hell. Just like it’s supposed to. 

Light intensifies around Vic’s bed. Ben, heavily masked and gowned, sits at Vic’s side. 

I’ve spent years falling down the dank well that was my childhood. And there at the bottom was 

fucking Vic. Vic the prick. What Vic and Sal did to me…  His muddled cruelty. Her drunken self-

loathing. It all dissolved in Becky’s warmth.   

I’ve told my sad story a million times and still feel like shit. Maybe if I tell ten million people, I’ll 

finally feel better about myself. Thanks to my second album, False Memory True, I have a place 

to write now, which is not a Tim Hortons or a homeless shelter. Maybe I’ll find myself here.  

Incoming ‘ping’. Jessica scans the e-mail.    

(speak/writes) “Dear ‘Uncle’ Ben; Thank you for notification of your brother, my step-father, 

Victor Carter’s terminal illness. Do let me know when he finally bites it. I’ll come spit on his 

memory and piss on his grave.” 

 

Ben leans in. Ben and Vic share a comforting joke.  

Jessica taps send, sits back, arms crossed. Grim. 

Rise on Margo, sitting area. She has a clear view of her brothers in the glass-partitioned  

sick room. Ben beckons. Margo approaches the glass, smiles at Vic’s thumbs up, pleased.  

Matthias enters, carrying Tim Horton coffees, a can of soda and a box of donuts. 

 

MARGO     

He’s back! 

MATT 

I am! 
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MARGO 

I mean Vic. Poor Dad. He always said Vic was tough as a boiled owl. 

MATT 

Ben says he’s from a different species. 

MARGO 

Vic was a very sensitive child. Sensitive and caring. Then suddenly, he wasn’t. 

 

MATT 

Sorry…? 

MARGO 

A sweet and tender child.  

 

Matt calls Ben’s cell. 

MATT 

Yeah. When he wasn’t pulling wings off butterflies and blowing up frogs. According to Ben. 

 

Ben answers. 

MATT 

Coffee, Love. 

BEN   

(filtered voice) Put Margo on. Vic wants to say hello. 

 

MARGO     

(speaker phone, close to the glass) Welcome back, big brother. Where were you this time? 

 

Vic’s whisper is indecipherable. Ben translates. 

 

BEN 

He was trout fishing on Great Slave Lake, on a summer day with Sal. Says all he caught was a 

headache. Huh. Look. He’s gone back to sleep. Just like that. 

 

Ben lowers the lights. He removes gown, booties, gloves, mask, plastic eye shield. He 

places the discarded gear in a plastic bag.  

 

MATT 

One medium hot water with a squirt of lemon. Donut?  Oh. No… 

 

MARGO/MATT 

Gluten. 
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MATT 

How’s your room? 

MARGO 

Utilitarian. Yours? 

MATT 

The same. I’m thrilled you came. 

MARGO 

Oh? 

MATT 

Ben was getting a tad touchy. 

MARGO 

The truth is, Vic didn’t want me here. 

MATT 

He didn’t want either of you here. 

MARGO 

An old tom cat, crawling under the porch to die. I’m glad Ben prevailed. 

 

MATT 

Ben is Mr. Family. He was a mess 'til you said yes. 

 

MARGO 

All these years. Vic’s drunken phone calls. The weeping. The self-pity. The rage. 

 

MATT 

I told Ben to let him die on his own terms.  

 

MARGO 

Death is not only for the dying, Matt.  

MATT 

Or love for the living. Ben is considering writing the Minister of Immigration. 

MARGO 

Oh? 

MATT 

Thanking her for inviting us persecuted third world gay guys with daddy issues to Canada. 

 

MARGO 

Matthias, I’ve never seen Ben happier. Let me rephrase: I’ve never seen Ben happy in any 

relationship. Until you. 

MATT 

There are billions of good men out there. And I found one of the very best.  
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Ben joins them. 

MATT 

One cream, no sugar for you Father Theresa. One Red Bull for me. 

 

BEN    

Take it easy, Tiger. We don’t want you mounting the furniture. The down side of a young 

husband. I spend half my time fighting him off. 

 

MATT 

And the other half giving in.  

MARGO 

Am I safe? 

MATT 

I’m a bi-sexual Millennial metrosexual, so no, Margo, you’re fair game. I may not be the most 

satisfying hump ever – we metros are notoriously effete – but queer as I am, I’m capable of 

mounting a full frontal and probing the vertical smile. 

 

Amused, puzzled silence. 

MARGO 

That’s very interesting, in an abstract way. I’ll give you a call when I need a laugh. I meant, am I 

safe from whatever toxins Vic’s body is producing. 

 

MATT 

Ah. Oh, well. Keep smiling...  

 

MARGO 

How did you find him today? 

 

BEN 

The HPSNC gallops on, aggressive and unexplained.  

 

MARGO 

I fly 3,500 klicks to watch my kid brother die in a toxic HazMat diorama. I hate this.  

 

MATT   

(Google) ‘As tissue disintegrates, the patient becomes increasingly toxic.’ 

 

BEN 

At least you were spared the tubes and wires. That was very sobering. 
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MATT 

And you get to see Fort MacMurray first hand. 

 

MARGO 

The last box on my bucket list checked. 

BEN 

I was surprised. His affairs are in perfect order. Sold the truck. Guitar. Mobile home. Even his 

rifles. On Kijiji. 

 

Three cell phones ping, beep or chime within seconds of each other. They read messages. 

An awful silence pervades. Margo sits. Ben moves to the glass. Matt stands beside Ben. 

 

MATT 

Who’s J. B. Campion again?  Oh... The infamous Jessica. 

 

BEN 

Stupid stupid stupid.  

 

MATT 

Why is she saying these terrible things? 

BEN 

Stupid son of a bitch.  

MATT 

Who? 

BEN 

Me! I sent out an update. On Vic. I thought I’d ‘blind copied’ it. I cc’d it by mistake. 

 

MATT 

Is this true? 

BEN 

What? 

MATT 

She’s accusing Vic of molesting her. And almost beating… ah, Sal to death. 

Silence. 

MARGO 

Jesus, Ben. Everybody we know is reading this. 

BEN 

Pretty much. Family. Friends. Colleagues. Acquaintances. Christ. 
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MATT 

Who’s  Sal? 

BEN 

Her mother. 

MARGO 

Vic’s third wife. 

BEN 

Vic was certain Jessica was being groomed for the streets. She was fourteen.  

 

MARGO 

That poor girl.  

BEN 

Vic caught Sal in bed with Jessica’s thirty-five-year-old pusher ‘boyfriend’. A fight broke out. 

Someone broke Sal’s nose. Jessica was in the room. 

 

MARGO 

Oh God. 

BEN 

That night, the police found Vic in a parking lot in Calgary. Pig drunk and high as a kite. 

Hypothermic and weeping. Didn’t make it out of Alberta. 

 

MATT 

Vic molested her?   

MARGO 

Vic would never — 

MATT 

Her blog — 

BEN 

It’s a damn lie.  

MARGO 

What possessed you to contact her in the first place? 

 

BEN 

She e-mailed me last year. Success scared the shit out of her. 

 

MATT 

False Memory True. Great album. What?  I thought it was terrific. 

 

BEN 

We had a nice exchange.  
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MARGO 

I thought she’d straightened herself out.  

BEN 

God. Vic and Sal. A slo-mo knife fight in a dockside bar. 

 

MARGO 

Last time we saw her, Jessica kept trying to play horsey on...  

 

BEN    

Vic’s leg. 

MATT 

Horsey? 

BEN   

Yeah. Sit astride his leg. When he was sitting. Go bouncy bouncy.  

 

MATT 

Oh. 

BEN   

She was a highly sexualized child. 

MARGO 

She was ten years old! 

MATT 

No one corrected her? 

MARGO 

Vic kept pushing her away. Then she started hanging off Dad. 

 

BEN   

It was awful.  

MARGO 

I tried to distract Jessica. Sal told me to bugger off. “No one,” she said, “tells me how to raise 

my fuckin’ brat.” 

BEN   

Mom and Dad were mortified. 

MATT 

Check this out. Her blog has 470k followers. Who was Becky? 

BEN   

Becky...?  No idea. 

MATT 

It says Vic killed some kid called Becky. 
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MARGO 

What? 

MATT 

“My life changed forever the day Victor Carter shot and killed my best friend Becky.” 

 

MARGO 

Vic had his faults. But murder? 

MATT 

“All I know is for four beautiful weeks, I loved Becky and Becky loved me. I was fourteen.”  

Wow. Poor kid. At least she knew authentic love. 

 

Margo and Ben look at Matt as though he just arrived  from outer space.  

 

Blackout. 

 

Scene 2:  Afternoon. The waiting area. Ben suits up.  

BEN 

I remember it clear as day. It was like Mom suddenly smelled that I was gay. 

 

MATT 

I was eleven when my father stopped beating the homosexual out of me. 

 

BEN 

What stopped him? 

MATT 

My friends took over.  

BEN 

Jeeze, Matt. It’s a wonder we grow up even a little bit sane. 

 

MATT 

So. You going to ask him? 

BEN 

Yes. No. I don’t know. Vic was many things. Child molester and/or murderer are not two of 

them.  

MATT 

As far as you know. 

BEN 

I think it’s best to leave sleeping dogs lie. 

MATT 

I’d say Jessica just ‘released the hounds’. Her blog is amazing. So authentic. Angry and raw. 
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BEN 

I’m no fan of narcissistic rage.  

MATT 

Why would she lie? 

BEN 

She’s a fantasist. Always was. I see this at work a lot.  

 

MATT 

It’s hard to believe we teach the same kids. 

BEN 

Science and logic are your strong suits. I’m all about patterns and intuition. 

 

MATT 

Vic couldn’t commit murder without someone noticing. Could he? 

 

BEN 

Matt, give it a rest. 

MATT 

And sexual assault? 

BEN 

He did not commit murder. He did not molest that child.  

 

MATT 

Why would she accuse him if – ? 

 

Ben enters Vic’s room without answering. Vic stirs. Ben sits. They talk. Vic responds to 

Ben’s question. Ben breaks into laughter. Vic survives a laughing/coughing fit. 

Matt calls. Ben answers. Filtered voices. Speaker phone. 

 

MATT 

What’s so funny? 

BEN 

Becky? The big love of Jessica’s life? The pusher/pimp/boyfriend’s pit bull. 

 

MATT 

Her first love was a dog? 

BEN 

Yes. Becky the pit bull. The dog that almost killed the neighbour’s boy. 

 

MATT 

Jesus, Ben. 
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BEN 

Vic hauled the dog off the kid, then shot it – 

MATT 

The dog? Or the kid. 

BEN 

You find this funny? 

MATT 

Anything but. He murdered her dog. In front of her. 

 

BEN 

Murder? Vic drove the pit bull back off the child a double barrelled 12 gauge shot gun. The 

second she lunged, Vic blew the top off ‘Becky’s’ head.  

 

MATT 

It is so fucking sad. 

BEN 

Matthias. It was self-defence. And that child was handicapped for the rest of his life. 

 

MATT 

Yeah, but – 

BEN 

There’s no ‘yeah but’. A  little boy was nearly killed by this low-life’s canine killing machine.  

 

MATT 

The owners, not the dogs, are always to blame.  

 

BEN 

Jesus, Matt. You actually believe that?   

 

MATT 

Of course – 

BEN 

There’s a big difference between an out of control Chihuahua and an enraged Pitbull. A stupid, 

brutal man raised an evil, vicious dog. 

MATT 

Poor Jessica. 

BEN 

Poor Jessica?  

MATT 

Yes, Ben. Poor Jessica.  
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BEN 

Jessica showed no remorse. None. Just the opposite. Said it was the child’s fault. 

 

MATT 

I’m sorry for the little boy. I am. But Becky was Jessica’s safe space.  

 

BEN 

Safe space! That child was – 

MATT 

She watched her stepfather kill her dog.  How was she supposed to feel? 

 

Ben is angry and bewildered. Vic struggles up, rests on his elbows. He stares at Matt. As 

does Ben, who ends the call.  

 

Matt shrugs, shifts his attention back to his phone. Vic eases himself down to his pillow.  

 

Blackout. 

 

Scene 3:  Evening. The waiting room. Margo sits alone. Jessica enters. 

 

MARGO 

I wondered when you’d show. 

JESSICA 

When. Not if. Aren’t you the clever girl. 

MARGO 

You have that same look in your eyes. That well-fed, half-starved look.  

 

JESSICA 

I’m surprised you even remember me. 

MARGO 

Why are you here? 

JESSICA 

I need an apology. 

MARGO 

Good luck with that. 

JESSICA 

I usually get what I want. One way or another. 

 

Jessica approaches the glass. Vic lies very still. 
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JESSICA 

God that man was funny. We really loved him. ‘Till we didn’t. He wanted to move us to the 

Maritimes. Prince Edward Island was Shangri-La to Vic. Said you would all welcome us with 

open arms. Did you know that?   

MARGO 

I did not. I do know this. Vic was nineteen when he left home in a drunken haze, avoiding a hit 

and run warrant. Which our lawyer-uncle made disappear. Decades later, Vic comes back to 

P.E.I. with you and Sal. I thought, terrific. How do you all find each other?  Is there some sort of 

central registry for lost and troubled souls? 

JESSICA 

More of a repository of damaged goods. That warped son of a bitch shot my dog and nearly 

killed my mother. 

MARGO 

Was that before or after Sal put you into ‘care’? I know Vic, man and boy. He tortured me. Beat 

the daylights out of poor Ben. Violence against women?  Probably. He didn’t discriminate. 

Booze? Drugs? No doubt. Murder? If vicious dogs count. Child molestation?  Not a chance. 

 

JESSICA 

Okay okay. I made that shit up.  

Jessica moves to the glass partition.  

JESSICA 

I knew exactly who Vic was the minute I laid eyes on him. I liked him immediately. 

 

MARGO 

I have three daughters. All your age. Two are fine young women. The third is just like Vic. Just 

like you. My middle daughter, my own child – whom I love – turns my stomach. So ‘innocent’. 

So smart. So cunning. I swore she wouldn’t ruin my life. Vic didn’t. Neither will you.  

 

JESSICA 

Gird your fleshy loins, sister.  

MARGO 

I’ve been gagging my way through your blog.  

 

JESSICA 

You have no idea what’s coming your way.  

 

MARGO 

You’re no match for me.  
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JESSICA 

Try me. 

MARGO 

Vic adopts you. You all move from Calgary to Fort MacMurray. Vic works the smoke stacks. 

Years pass. We hear nothing. Until he shows up on P. E. I. one Christmas. Two sets of claw 

marks down his face. Yours and Sal’s.  

JESSICA 

You’re making this shit up. 

MARGO 

Your mother begged him to come back to Alberta. Told him she’d already put you in care. Vic 

did what Vic does. Got loaded, stole my car and headed west. Back to Sal’s drunken  arms. 

There was peace for a while. Then your CD. False Memory True. We all know how Sal died.  

 

JESSICA 

A sclerotic liver didn’t help.  

MARGO 

She told Vic your album killed her.  

JESSICA 

You bitch. 

MARGO 

You broke your mother’s heart. It takes two to tangle... Jessie. 

 

JESSICA 

My name is Jessica. 

MARGO 

Excuse me. I forgot. You’re famous now. My heart goes out to you. It really does. But— 

 

JESSICA 

He shot my fucking dog. 

MARGO 

Which was tearing a two-year-old child apart. 

 

JESSICA 

That kid provoked her. 

MARGO 

He was a little boy! 

JESSICA 

Becky thought I was under attack. 

MARGO 

His name was Charlie, by the – 
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JESSICA 

I don’t give a fuck what his name was. I was happy. For the first time in my life I WAS HAPPY!  

We drove to the Island with the windows down, singing our hearts out. The way you treated 

us?  You drunk-shamed my mother. You slut-shamed me.  

MARGO 

Oh, Jessie. You poor thing. 

JESSICA 

Shut the fuck up. It’s Jessica. Here’s where we’re different. There’s nothing in my heart for you 

and your fag brother and that monster rotting in there but contempt. Fuck you!   

 

MARGO 

The easy charm. The steady gaze that hangs just a millisecond too long. Intelligence and deceit. 

Imagination and pain. Truth and false memory. All bound up in a tight little knot of self-

loathing. You’re killing yourself, Jessica. Sinking fast and taking everyone down with you. Just 

like my daughter. 

JESSICA 

Did he fuck her too? 

MARGO 

I would have known. I would have killed him. 

 Silence. 

JESSICA 

I need a public apology. 

MARGO 

Let me write that up right now. I’ll sign it with love, from the Carter family. 

 

JESSICA 

That would be nice. An acknowledgement and an apology. From you and Ben. Which I’ll post on 

my blog. 

 

MARGO 

Or what? 

JESSICA 

You heard my album. 

MARGO 

Right. False Memory True. I hear it’s a real killer. We are way beyond apology here. You’ve 

declared war on my family. Pursue this, I’ll make sure the world knows exactly who you are. 

Here’s some motherly advice, for what its worth. You need to forgive Sal. You need to forgive 

yourself. You need to forgive that man lying in there for whatever sins he committed, real and 

imagined. If you don’t, you’ll die of the same rot that’s killing him. Please. Leave us alone. In the 

name of common decency. Let us grieve our brother in peace. 
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Matt enters, texting. 

MATT 

Oh. Hi. Sorry. I hope I’m not interrupting… 

 

JESSICA 

Hi. Not at all. My name is Jessica. 

MATT 

Jessica. Oh, hi! 

JESSICA 

Hi again!  Call me Jessie. All my friends do. You’re Matthias, right?  Ben told me so many 

wonderful things about you. Margo. Thank you so much. 

 

MARGO 

For what? 

JESSICA    

I’m working on my next album. It’s a kind of memoire. About our first trip to P.E.I. Certain 

details had gotten a little hazy. Your sister-in-law has been jogging my memory. 

 

MATT 

I love P.E.I. 

JESSICA 

I know. The Island’s awesome, right? Is that the new LG 5?  

 

MATT 

It is.  

JESSICA 

Do you just love it?   

MATT 

The cameras are incredible. Sorry for your troubles, by the way. 

 

JESSICA 

It’s a tough time for all of us. 

MATT 

I loved you blog. And your your new Vlog will be awesome. 

 

JESSICA 

I know. My manager says we’ll monetize it next month. When it hits a two hundred thousand. 

 

MATT 

That business about your dog. Poor Becky. 
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MARGO 

Poor Becky? Matt – 

JESSICA 

Do you have time for coffee Matthias? 

MARGO 

Matt. 

JESSICA 

It’s okay Margo. I’ll send him back in one piece. Coffee’s on me. 

 

MATT 

The hidden word is free! Awesome. Let’s go. You know, you and I are about the same age. 

 

JESSICA 

Really? 

 

MATT 

August 1989. 

 

JESSICA 

No way!  September 1989. 

 

MATT 

No way! 

JESSICA    

Way! Selfie! 

 

They pose, exit. Margo stands by the glass. Vic is very still.  

 

Fade. 

 

Scene 4:  Night. Light pools around Vic. Jessica climbs on the bed. She straddles Vic, slaps his 

face playfully. Almost sensually. She yanks the pillow from under his head, presses it down with 

all her strength until she falls, exhausted, on top of him. She notices Ben sitting in shadow. 

 

BEN 

You’re too late. My brother died an hour ago. 

 

Jessica sits up. 

JESSICA 

Good. I’m working on his eulogy. It’s a real pisser. Oh. By the way. I fucked your husband. 
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BEN 

I know. He told me. 

JESSICA 

Did he? I bet you guys tell each other everything. 

 

BEN 

We do our best. 

JESSICA 

So sweet. I bet he didn’t tell you I rode him bareback. 

 

BEN 

As a matter of fact, he did. 

 

JESSICA 

I hope you both get AIDS and fucking die. 

BEN 

We’re on PREP. Good luck fighting off whatever it was that killed Vic. 

 

JESSICA 

You think your fuck-wad brother was some kind of saint. That I brought this on myself. Well he 

wasn’t. What he did to my mother... What he did to me!  You fucking entitled white male 

guidance councillor piece of shit. Vic the prick should ‘a got shot. Not Becky. Fuck you. Fuck you 

and your fucked-up family and all your faggot friends – 

 

Vic gasps. His arms shoot up from his lifeless body. He chokes Jessica with unnatural 

strength. She finds his neck, applies all her force. They roll off the bed.  

Ben observes their mutual strangulation. He records a few seconds of video, leaves them 

to it. Jessica and Vic untangle. Jessica falls face-down on the floor, exhausted. Vic lays 

inert. A moment of stillness and silence. Jessica begins to crawl away. Vic grabs her ankle. 

She screams. They crawl downstage on their bellies.  

 

Prone, as they belly-crawl, crawl Vic and Jessica sing the first verse of Dead White Males. 

 

Music/Light Show: Images of two-stepping couples flood the stage. Jessica disappears. 

Vic emerges as The Host changes costume as he comments on Dead White Males.  

Dons mask.  

The Host becomes The Helicopter Parent, who rises and flies off stage. 

 

Blackout. 
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TWO MONKEYS, ONE GRAPE 

Act One, Play #3:  Androgynous Student Devoured by Rats. 

Cast: ARA:  Androgynous research assistant. Mid-twenties. No mask, initially. Then 

plumed and bejeweled in high Baroque headdress, military half-mask and 

feathered cape.  

THE DOKTOR:  See Play #1. Mid-fifties, female. Il Dottore Commedia half-mask.  

HELICOPTER PARENT:  Mid-fifties, played by a mature man. Bi-gender costume 

differentiated vertically. ‘Phantom’ type half-mask: male. Skin: female make-up. 

THE MONKEYS/APES:  Clover, male; Daisy, female. Both wear appealing monkey 

half-masks. Transformed, Hubris and Nemesis wear terrifying ape masks.  

DELIVERY PERSON:  Helicopter Parent, ineptly disguised. 

Settings:  Useful University:  The B. F. Skinner Re-Deconditioning Institute laboratory. Then 

the mouth of the maze. 

Time:  The not too distant future. Possibly now… 

Style:                 Baroque, Grand Guignol, half-mask comedy/horror.  

 

 Scene:  Lab monkeys Daisy and Clover languish in upstage cages. The Doktor enters, addresses 

the audience. Power Point, on screen. Logos: Useful University and BioTech Limits Unlimited, Ltd.  

DOK 

Hello. Welcome to the B. F. Skinner Re-Deconditioning laboratory here at Useful University.  

We’re pleased to announce a generously funded initiative between Useful U and BioTech Limits 

Unlimited, Ltd.  

She clicks. The PowerPoint speeds to a blur. The logos ‘fitz‘ then die.  

The Age of Acceleration is upon us. Let’s go old-school. What are the roots of war:  Territory?  

Economic imperative?  Toxic masculinity and white male privilege?  Or, on the ‘distaff’ side… 

Poisonous pedagogy, the handmaiden of white female privilege.  Yes. For certain. Absolutely. 

Not a chance.  

Injustice – and the unfettered pleasures of personal power – are the real roots of war.  

I encountered a colleague of mine on the street recently. Raving like a loon. He’d been caught 

inflagranti fraternata dilectora studentus. That brilliant mind. Lost to lust. Oh well!   

Partial disclosure:  I convened the discipline committee. Fuller disclosure:  I am now chair of the 

department and director of his, ah… my, repurposed institute. Fuller full disclosure:  I am a 

declared pacifist, anti-birther and fourth wave feminist experiencing doubt.  

I have devised a little experiment to enlighten us. The Two Monkeys One Grape protocols will 

be supervised by my gifted post-grad fellow in Neo-Behaviourist De-Reconditioning Studies.  

Daisy and Clover become alert and expectant.  

DOK 

Ara? 
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Ara enters, wearing gender neutral clothing, a bicycle helmet, wrap around sunglasses, 

knee and elbow pads, straps undone. 

ARA 

Z’up?   

DOK 

Ha! I know what you’re thinking. No no no no no.  Ara is not the experiment. Ara is my 

androgynous research assistant. 

ARA 

My pan-gender non-binary pronouns are zi, zir, zeir, zey, zem and zit.  

 

DOK 

Why zi, zir, zeir, zey, and zit?  Why not the more common ‘they, their and them’? 

 

ARA 

I’m pulling your leg. They-them-their etc., are fine. Just don’t call me he or she. By the way, I am  

no one’s ‘fellow’. 

 

Ara sterilizes hands, adjusts sunglasses, applies sunscreen, hydrates etc. 

 

DOK 

Noted. Ara, tell us a little about yourself. At this point in your transition, do you have a cock or a 

vagina?   

ARA 

Neither. I do have one testicle. Until Wednesday. I’m adding an ovary. Then, a new vulva. Then 

a brand new pe-gina.  

DOK 

Surely you mean a new pe-vulva? 

ARA 

Don’t call me Shirley! I am so excited. I’ll be a post-op, re-fabricated non-binary androgyne.  

 

DOK 

Really?  

ARA 

Of course not, silly. I’m gender dysphoric. Not transsexual.  

DOK 

You whacky Millennials. I just can’t keep up with your – 

 

ARA 

I am not a Millennial. I am what comes next. I am a . . . Coronial. 
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They chop an English cucumber with excessive vigour.  

 

ARA 

Hardly any one cuts themselves anymore. Not until their late-teens. If ever. You know. In case 

you change your mind like, say, in your thirties. It’s about feeling right in my psyche, not my 

skin.  

So… Cucumber is a big treat for our test subjects.  

 

DOK 

And a break from low fat, kale-based gluten-free kibble.  

The monkeys hold their noses, make barf signs, etc.  

What is fair?  What is just?   

The Doktor turns: the monkeys revert to Monkeyness: Daisy grins and shrugs. 

What are the psychosocial consequences of exclusion?  Observe:   

Clover becomes intensely interested in his genitals.  

Ara activates the ‘give’ clicker. At each click, Ara offers a pebble. Daisy and Clover are 

rewarded with cucumber. They munch, ‘high-five’ through the bars of their cages. 

Fond as they are of cucumber, grapes are ‘monkey crack’. 

ARA 

Monkeys go ape for grapes 

DOK 

Ara, is it ethical to alter the consciousness of a fellow primate just because we can?     

 

ARA 

Duh!  Give me one reason why not?  

DOK 

Some say the natural order of things must – 

 

 Clover achieves some kind of climax. 

ARA 

I intend to nurture the nature right out of them.  

 

Ara clicks, the monkeys offer pebbles. Clover gets cucumber. Daisy gets a grape, goes 

nuts. Clover gestures, WTF?  Ara clicks. Daisy gets another grape, Clover cucumber. 

Clover screams, craps in his hand and throws it at Ara. It hits Ara smack in the face. Ara 

shrieks.  

Sounds of a helicopter approaching. Helicopter Parent (HP) descends, spits in a tissue, 

washes Ara’s face. 
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HP 

It’s a cruel and dangerous world, My Darling Little Munchkin. Do up your helmet. Good job! 

 

ARA 

(distraught)  It’s too weird MommyDaddykins. One minute I’m pursuing science – 

 

HP 

The next, your uber-anxious Helicopter Parent descends like soap on a rope to clean monkey 

poop off your darling gender-ambiguous face. 

 

The Doktor stands to one side, noting the conversation. 

 

ARA 

I love you Helicopter Parent.  

HP 

I love you, Prince/Princess/Process.  

ARA 

How much HP? 

HP 

This much, my unusually-gendered Munchkin. 

ARA 

Tell me the Happy Ara Story, MummyDaddy. 

HP 

(Sing-speak, as to a child)  Ara does not engage in casual conversation with strangers, clergy or 

certain close relatives. Especially cousin Jerome.  

ARA 

Unless a trauma recovery unit is nearby.  

HP 

Good job! 

ARA 

I love you pan-gender Helicopter DaddyMommy.  

 

HP 

I love you too precious, over-educated, still single, living in our basement, irreplaceable 1.2 

child-of-mine.  

ARA 

Tell me the other part. 

 

HP 

What part munchkin? 
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ARA 

You know. The dead meat part.  

HP 

Don’t eat red meat, dead meat. Or – ? 

ARA 

(childish sing-song) Anything with lips or a mother. Or starts life as an egg. Except eggs. 

HP 

Correct. Good job! 

ARA 

I love you hypoglycemic, gluten-sensitive, scent-free Gen X Helicopter DaddyMommy. Tell me 

The Very Best Ara story.  

HP 

Can it wait?  

ARA 

I’LL NEED COUNSELLING UNLESS YOU TELL ME RIGHT NOW! 

HP 

Whatever. 

ARA 

Fine. I’ll look me up on the internet. 

HP 

No. No!! No!!!  You are the brightest, the cutest and the best. I love you Best Child Ever!  

ARA 

I love you too, over-protective, drowning in anxiety, choking the life out of me, terrified of 

every-thing especially losing my love Helicopter MotherFather. Tell me about evil religion again, 

deeply cynical, pathetically sceptical Gen X MommyDaddy who, according to Harper vs. 

Fanshaw, cannot legally withhold –  

HP 

Whatever! Do onto others before they do onto you. Be loyal to your pod, not old-fashioned 

democratic capitalist institutions. Do not trust hideous, greedy-pig Baby Boomers. Only your 

late-blooming GenX MommyDaddykins. Remember: Nothing that happened before your birth 

matters. In fact, all history is toxic. You are the end-point of the entire cosmos. If there was a 

god, you would be his fav–  

ARA 

Trigger Warning! Trigger Warning! Trigger Warning!  MommyDaddy!  Stop!  By gender-shaming 

the Deity, you’re macro-aggressing me!   

HP 

Sorry my non-cisgendered neither here nor there, but somewhere equally valid, cold-hearted 

Post Millennial angel. You are, ah... their finest creation.  
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ARA 

What’s next, Helicopter Parent?  In the Special Ara Story I mean… 

HP 

Après toi, ma/mon/mes ‘ti chou . . . le déluge!  I love you, dumpling.  

ARA   

I love you too, over-scheduled, three-jobbed, second-mortgaged, soccer-mad helicopter parent. 

Tell me the next best part of the Ara story. Please. NOW! 

HP 

Anyone who does better, gets more or is happier than you, exceptional 1.2 child of mine, I will 

track down, kill, then eat.  

ARA 

Even if it has lips and a mother? 

HP 

Especially if it has lips and a mother. 

ARA 

That is my special favourite part. Thank you for over-scheduling, over-promoting, over-

hydrating and over-protecting me, Helicopter MumseyDaddyums.  

HP 

You are my special Munchkin!  I love you. Pads and helmet.  

 

Ara secures knee, elbow pads and re-adjusts helmet. 

HP 

Good job!  

ARA 

You are my special Mumster. I love you!  

HP 

You are my special ‘other’. I love you! 

ARA 

No. You’re special. I love you!  

HP 

No. You’re special. I love you!   

ARA 

No. You are special. I love you!  

HP begins his/her vertical exit in jerky upward increments.  

HP 

Whatever! I love you my gender-complex, self-centered, willful little Post Millennial Munchkin.  
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ARA 

I love you too, crazy as a bag of hammers Helicopter Parent. 

 

HP zips up and away.  

HP 

(distant) I love you to death! 

ARA 

(to audience) I think they’ve ruined my life.  

 

The Doktor re-engages. 

DOK 

Now. Where were we?  Ah yes. Two Monkeys, One Grape. Phase two.  

 

The Doktor reads her field notes. The action is concurrent.  

DOK 

(David Attenborough-esque) Subject One, aka Daisy, receives a grape: no task requested. 

Effects of injustice immediate. Subject Two, code-named Clover, becomes a kind of latter-day 

Mr. Bojangles. He capers, dances, fawns. Looks impossibly cute. Begs. Offers many pebbles. 

Ara, deploy the gherkin. 

 

Ara offers Clover a gherkin.  

DOK 

Clover considers, sniffs, considers again then reluctantly accepts the gherkin. Dispirited, Subject 

Two, aka Clover, retreats to a corner, plays with his little pickle. Ara, Introduce the Third Force. 

Ara beckons: The Delivery Person enters. Clover is gobsmacked at the installation of a 

potted plant, small sofa and large screen TV in Daisy’s cage. Daisy angles the screen 

away from Clover toward the audience. Clover howls his outrage.  

Daisy selects a nature channel, where animals eat other animals, which are still alive.  

Daisy laughs uproariously as a lion takes down a young gazelle selects a choice grape 

from a bunch which Ara sets within easy reach. Ara notices as Daisy finds a cell phone 

hidden among the grapes. Daisy hides it in the potted plant. 

That’s enough for today Ara. Phase four tomorrow.  Here. Read the assigned text. 

The Doktor exits. 

ARA 

B. F. Skinner: Maverick or Maven. Ick. I hate books. Dark ages low tech. What’s a ‘maven’?  

(Google)  ‘Expert’. Another bullshit text by a cisgendered dead white male. 
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 The monkeys howl, beat their chests. 

ARA 

The Professor, MommyDaddykins and the members of my pod voted me most likely to be… 

me!  I am the expert. I am the maven. I will not read this book.  

Ara exits, reading.  

Night. Daisy angles the Big Screen TV so Clover can watch. She throws Clover the remote.  

Daisy escapes, unlocks the refrigeration unit, steals a bunch of grapes, hands Clover a 

huge portion. They high five and giggle. Daisy’s new cell phone rings. She snaps to 

attention. Clover stands alert. We hear filtered monkey/human conversation.  

Cross fade. Night to day. Calm in the lab. Ara enters, preps the next experiment. 

I am not afraid. Normally. No. That’s not true. I’m terrified all the time. The sun. The food. The 

climate. My ridiculous parents. Cosmic expansion and collapse. Mortality. They say terrible 

things about how cold and calculating we Post Millennials’ are. Yeah. Well. Who is  truly cool?  

Boomers, oink oink. Xers... All ‘whatever’.  Millennial snowflake cry babies? Boo fucking hoo. 

We must live in the world we are born to. And BTW?  FYI, no one tells me I can’t have it all.  

Daisy and Clover conspire. The Doktor enters. Takes notes. Growing alarm. 

These monkeys, so cute, have something up their hairy sleeves. If only I spoke lower primate. 

How do I reach Jane Goodall?  I’ll prove that animals are morally superior to us. They are 

authentic, not spoiled by some old timey notion like ‘the truth’. Or ‘civil behaviour’. Or do-onto-

others religion. Or, (spits) The Enlightenment!  I will demand a new experiment. If refused, I will 

expose and denounce The Doktor for the insensitive privileged white male I mean female 

monster he is. I mean she is. Fuck!  Gender is evil!   

I am the right way. I am the only way. I am the authentic, righteous hate-hater, the authentic 

zero-bullshit truth-teller. I am the authentic shining path. I am, ah, well… authentic!  Believe me 

when I  tell you... I know everything. Not because I master the internet. I am the internet, baby.  

 The Doktor clears her throat. 

ARA 

Madam Doktor. Would you agree that phase two of 2m, 1g was a success? 

 

DOK 

The projected outcome was realized, yes.  

ARA 

I want to prove that these monkeys will sacrifice themselves to save me. 

 

DOK 

Lower primate altruistic self-sacrifice. Interesting. Your method? 
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ARA 

Build a variation of your B. F. Skinner’s maze. Complete with rats. Here are the specs. 

 

DOK 

Rats! (Peruses tablet)  To what purpose? 

ARA 

To show we are not the only ones who care. 

DOK 

I’ll need your parents permission.  

 

Ara exits texting. Big noise and downdraft. HP descends. 

DOK 

Thank you for coming. 

HP 

We’re concerned that me and I have failed Ara. 

DOK 

Ara is smart but naïve. Their dubious ethics make them easy pickings for the forces of evil.  

 

HP 

Did we Xers under-misrepresent the real world? 

 

DOK 

Possibly. We Boomers learned early on that life is a predator.  

 

HP 

Nurture is still where it’s at. Isn’t it?  

DOK 

Yes yes. We’ve sent Mother Nature to her room for a permanent time out.  

 

HP 

Ara is completely unprepared for this dog eat rat age. Instead of hardening them with violent 

play and life-threatening adventure, we went all Disney princess, obsessed with free-range 

chickens instead of free-range children. 

DOK 

We’re harvesting a generation of lettuce where we should have planted artichokes.  

 

HP 

Now he’s she’s it’s they’re ... Ara’s about to leave home completely unprepared.    
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DOK 

Innocent. Gullible. Suckled on paranoia. Force-fed an exaggerated notion of their own self-

worth. Possibly in compensation for your dreary GenX fear of inadequacy, your mistrust of the 

institutions that sustain you, compared to us, the rollicking Boomers, who bred you?   

 

HP 

Whatever. 

DOK 

You raised an oyster without a shell, poor thing. Subconsciously perhaps. Possibly on purpose. 

To compensate for you own – 

HP 

You have how many children exactly? 

DOK 

None. I’m anti-birther. And I was busy. Following my bliss at Useful University. Pandering to 

your children’s every whim. I harbour the gnawing fear that this generation is a downgrade. 

 

HP 

You think?   

DOK 

We forgot to teach them compassion. 

HP 

Or self-sacrifice. Instead of importing third world slaves to do our dirty work, we should have 

had 2.3 children and replenished our own population.  

 

DOK 

Or gotten a dog. Easier to neuter. 

HP 

Enough!  It is not too late. Thank you, Madam Doktor. I am convinced!  You will let them 

conduct their experiment.  

 

HP zips up and away. The Doktor, alarmed, exits. Bare stage. Baroque fanfare. Ara 

enters wearing half mask and army fatigues, a cape of feathers, and a high-Baroque 

gilded headdress, all plumes and jewels. On their belt, a taser.  

Ara leads Daisy and Clover, chained at the neck. They wear camouflage. Ara removes 

their benign monkey masks. Each pulls a terrifying, full hood ape mask from their belt. 

Ara activates the clicker. Nemesis, formerly Daisy, and Hubris, previously Clover, don the 

ape masks, roar and thump their chests. Triple click. Hubris and Nemesis squat and 

salivate. Ara throws the apes a dead rat each from her cloth shoulder bag.  
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ARA 

I’ve trained both primates to eat dead rats. 

 

They hesitate. She brandishes the taser.  

ARA 

The rat’s corpses are laced with steroids. 

 

They hold the dead rats near their mouths, wait. 

 

ARA 

Boy, did Daisy… er, Nemesis, pack on the pounds!  And Clover, I mean Hubris’ poor testicles 

shrank to the size of seedless raisins. Oh well.  

Hubris hides his shame with the frilly pink too-too Ara throws to him. Nemesis mocks 

him. They fight. Ara brandishes the taser. They settle, grim, resentful. Ara clicks: The 

apes devour the rodents whole, then beg for more.  

ARA 

It is my contention that when I place myself in grave danger, Hubris and Nemesis will sacrifice 

themselves, or each other, to save me.  

 

The apes demand another rat. Ara clicks. Nemesis becomes aggressive. Ara tasers her 

into submission. Nemesis recovers, persists. Hubris pushes Nemesis aside.  

ARA 

See?  As rat-keeper they will come to my rescue because I am, well, I’m special.  

The sounds of dozens of large hungry rats builds. The apes become agitated. Three rapid 

clicks: They cower like beaten dogs. The Doktor enters, refers to notes.  

DOK 

Let’s review the plan. You and your, ah, monkeys will enter the Skinner maze where, blood-

soaked, you will incite the starving super-sized rats, putting your life in danger. Correct?  

ARA 

Correct. Early experiments indicate that their admiration for me, their trainer and close 

personal friend, will activate their warrior/protector mechanism. Why?  Because – 

DOK 

Yes yes. I know. Because you are special.  

ARA 

Exactly. I’ve starved the mutant rats – fourteen dozen in all. They’re eating the weak and 

devouring their own young. I will be drenched in fresh pig’s blood, to encourage the rats to 

attack me. Nemesis and Hubris will will face a dilemma:  Alive me?  Or fresh meat, which they 

will hunt and kill with their own mouths.  
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DOK 

Ara, I have terrible doubts about your thesis.  

ARA 

I’ve mixed a fabulous old-school soundtrack.  

DOK 

Still… 

ARA 

Who pays your salary? 

DOK 

Useful University.  

ARA 

And who funds the University? 

DOK 

BioTech Limits Unlimited, Ltd. 

ARA 

And…? 

DOK 

Your tuition. 

ARA 

And…?  AND…? 

DOK 

Generous gifts from alumni. 

ARA 

Like…?  

DOK 

Your Helicopter Parent. 

 

 Noise/wind. HP descends, hovers. 

HP 

We came to support you in your brave new adventure, Munchkin. 

DOK 

I’m experiencing doubts. 

HP 

So are we. That’s why our Ara is now in charge. 

 

 HP snaps his/her fingers. Three Uzis descend on a cable. 

HP 

These are for you, Cupcake, and your posse.    

ARA 

Guys. Look!  Uzis!  From the family of Israeli-made, open-bolt, blowback-operated submachine 

guns. 
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Ara arms herself and the apes with the Uzis. They transform, become almost human. 

ARA 

Thanks DaddyMom. 

HP 

And this, Madam Doktor, is for you.  

 

 HP snaps his/her fingers again. An explosives vest descends.  

DOK 

You expect me to – 

HP 

Surely you didn’t think I’d trust my Munchkin to a pair of ‘roid-rage apes with no back-up?   

 

HP produces the detonator.  

HP 

Anything happens to our Ara, Kaboom!  You can kiss your tenured ass goodbye. 

ARA 

As it flies past your disembodied head.  

 

The Doktor dons the explosive vest. HP throws Nemesis the detonator.  

 

HP 

You remember our agreement, Nemesis? 

 

 Nemesis stands sullen and unresponsive. 

 

HP 

Ara?  Make it speak. 

 

Ara throws Nemesis a dead rat. 

NEMESIS 

Nemesis remembers.  

Ara clicks, Nemesis devours the rat. Hubris looms, enraged. Ara Tasers him. 

HP 

Careful with that detonator, Nemesis. It’s a bit finnicky. You look fabulous, by the way, my non-

cisgendered little Munchkin! Good job! All righty then. Let the games begin.  

HP ascends. Ara unleashes the apes. Hubris adjusts his too-too, dashes into the maze. 

Rats shriek, arc through the air and land at the Doktor’s feet, who stands twitching, 
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paralyzed with fear. Nemesis intimidates the Doc, indicates the maze. The detonator  

beeps and whirrs, flashes and clicks. 

DOK 

Ara!  If I kick the bucket, who’s going to  assign your final grade – 

ARA 

This experiment, not my life and/or my death, will be my legacy. 

 

Ara quadruple clicks. Nemesis persists. The Doktor resists.  

DOK 

God help us!  The inmates are running the asylum. The children are running the daycare. The 

United States of America is being run by a crotch grabbing bully-boy vulgarian with an orange 

duck on his head! 

 

Nemesis roars. The Doktor, arms raised, walks backward. She disappears, weeping and 

begging for her life. Much rat squeaking.  

Ara stands at the portal, awash in power. 

ARA 

Wait what?!  What is this sexy suffusion of every cell of my body?  Is this that naughty, 

untranslatable feeling the French call jouissance?  Our tiny, violent lizard brain sits next to our 

sex drive ganglia. In times of love and war and domestic abuse they communicate. Possibly 

fuse. I will prove beyond doubt that when punch comes to shove, nurture begrudges nature!  

Cersei Lannister, Sansa Stark and Daenerys Targaryen… eat your girly-girl hearts out!  

 

Ara enters the maze. Terrible noises. Explosions. Shrieks. Squeaks.  

Nemesis accidently drops the detonator. She picks it up fumbles it, drops it again. It clicks 

and whirs. She smells it. She licks it. She whacks it. She chews it.  

Offstage, The Doktor explodes.    

NEMESIS 

Oops...  

The Doktor’s body parts litter the stage. 

OMG! 

Nemesis selects a leg. She sniffs, shrugs, munches, finds it distasteful.  

Ick. 

Nemesis tosses the leg over her shoulder. She enters the maze. More explosions. 

Fusillade. Shrieks. A downpour of rats. Silence.  
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HP descends astride a Stinger missile (cut-out, with clouds: Baroque ‘Gods’ style). Ara, 

half-masked, bloodied and magnificent, plumes dripping gore, emerges from the maze 

riding Nemesis and Hubris. The Prof’s head, a grisly talisman, hangs around their neck.  

Ara brandishes a thighbone in triumph.  

HP 

Good job, Munchkin. Good job!  

Ara throws the bone to Hubris, raises her Uzi, takes aim at HP.  

HP 

WTF?  Why, Ara… Why?  

ARA 

I must live in the world I was born to. You?  Not so much. 

 

HP retreats upward, panicked.  

ARA 

Ciao, MommyDaddio. Love ya to bits! 

Ara dismounts, takes aim, unleashes a volley. HP screams. Body parts rain down.   

R. Strauss’ Thus Spoke Zarathustra blasts full volume.  

The apes turn on Ara, force them into the maze. Rats squeak. Ara screams.  

Hubris and Nemesis fight over the too-too. Nemesis wins, dons it, pirouettes. 

Music/Sound and Light Show. 

Hubris, enraged, throws the thigh-bone high into the air. It spirals up and up in tribute to 

2001: A Space Odyssey.  

Hubris and Nemesis howl approval, dance and feast among the bloody ruins.  

The Host does not appear. 

 

Blackout.  

 

End Act One. 
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Act Two  
TWO MONKEYS, ONE GRAPE 

 

Play #4. Torture: A Love Story 

Time:     The present. 

Place:   Palermo, Sicily. Museum of the Spanish Inquisition, adjacent to the Palazzo 

Chiaramonte, restored to the late 16th C.  

Characters:  ALHAM ALSOSWA:  A Canadian/Yemini OB/GYN physician, late middle-age.  

KHALID KHOURY:  A Lebanese/Canadian banker. In his late thirties.   

Setting:   The Museum. Two small benches, precisely angled. High windowless walls, 

domed ceiling. The upper walls and dome display drawings, poems, prayers and 

letters to loved ones, created by 16thC prisoners awaiting examination by the 

inquisitors. Words and images are projected in HD, later lightly animated. 

 

Scene:  Voices whisper 16C Arabic and Roman Catholic Latin phrases. Echo. ALHAM enters. Only 

her eyes are visible through her black niqab. She is drawn to a small red Moleskine notebook on 

the stage right bench. When certain she is alone, she scans an entry.  

 

KHALID  (V/O, off) 

Who can feel my sorrow? My soul burns with yours, my  heart’s delight, as you fade in the 

crimson fire of a dying rose.  

You face east. You lift your eyes to Allah, then to a distant horizon which I, bereft among the 

living, may not see. You crest the hill we all must climb. You turn and wave farewell.  

The most precious part of me, you and I together, is gone.  

I will never see your blessed face again.  

It is Eid. The fasting has ended. The feasting has begun. You are far from me, now, feasting in 

Paradise with those who have gone before. Those who loved you, whom you loved.  

I feast on sorrow. Here on earth. Alone.  

I am filled with sorrow. So full of sorrow I cannot weep… 

Khalid enters. Alham sits, conceals the notebook in the sleeve oh her back chador.  

KHALID 

(open hand, palm to breast)  As-salaam‘alaykum.  

 

ALHAM 

(open hand, palm to breast)  Wa alaikum assalaam.  

  

KHALID 

Have you seen a red Moleskine notebook? 

 

http://www.wondersofsicily.com/palermo-museum-inquisition.htm
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ALHAM 

You’ve lost it?  

KHALID 

Please God… only misplaced.  

 

 He stands inert, stupefied with exhaustion.  

 

ALHAM 

You’re not well.  

KHALID 

I’ve been flying for what seems weeks...  

ALHAM 

I’m sure it will reappear. Flying from?  

 

KHALID 

Montreal, home to Beirut. I can’t have lost my journal. 

 

ALHAM 

I am told I am an island of calm in a turbulent sea. Come. Sit. Sit! 

He sits on the stage left bench. Alham raises her eyes to the ceiling.   

Are these images not astounding?   

Khalid does not respond. 

Evidently this was a holding cell. The actual torture occurred in the chambers below. Here, the 

detained awaited their fate. (quotes brochure) “The last words and images of sixteenth century 

prisoners. Heretics, witches, wizards, monks, nuns, artists, political dissidents and other ‘incon-

venient intellectuals’.   

KHALID 

Well... I’d be a real catch.  

ALHAM 

Oh? 

KHALID 

I qualify in at least three categories. 

ALHAM   

I fit four.  

KHALID   

Sorry? 

ALHAM   

Nothing. “The works and images are reddish brown in colour. The pigments were made by the 

condemned, using their own… excrement, saliva and blood.”   

 They examine the works.  
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ALHAM   

Well. In some unfathomable way, their blood is their triumph.  

 

Khalid scans the empty room.  

KHALID    

You are alone? 

ALHAM   

I am never alone.   

 

KHALID    

Sorry. It’s just odd to see – 

ALHAM   

A niqab and chador-clad woman unescorted?  Speaking English to a male stranger?  I speak 

little Lebanese and I presume your Yemini is limited.  

 

KHALID    

Non-existent. Your accent:  America? 

ALHAM   

Close. We now live in Vancouver. Canada.  

KHALID    

May I ask your destination?  

ALHAM   

Here. Sicily. I’m travelling south to Agrigento. A man resembling my son was spotted there.  

 

KHALID    

A refugee? 

ALHAM   

In a manner of speaking. What brings you to wander beneath this gruesome beauty? 

 

KHALID    

We were diverted by the storm.  

ALHAM   

Of all the magnificence and madness of Palermo you choose to visit the Museo del 

l'Inquisizione? 

KHALID   

As did you.  

ALHAM   

Fair enough. For my sins.  

KHALID    

I expected implements of torture. Dioramas of heartless inquisitors and screaming victims.  
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ALHAM   

You seem a little disappointed.  

 

Khalid winces. He grasps his side, struggles to breathe.  

 

ALHAM   

You are in pain.  

 

The spasm passes. Alham reaches toward him. He recoils.  

 

ALHAM   

I am a physician. May I? 

KHALID    

What? 

ALHAM   

Place my hand on your rib cage.  

 

Khalid raises his jacket and shirt. Alham turns aside. He guides her hand to his ribcage.  

 

ALHAM   

Breathe in. Now out. In again. This should have been bound.  

KHALID    

I left in something of a hurry.  

ALHAM   

This was when? 

KHALID    

Last week. I fell.  

ALHAM   

You did not fall. This is the result of a blow.  

KHALID    

They used a phone book.  

ALHAM   

Thick, flat and heavy. Leaves few marks. You have a broken rib. Or ribs. Who did this? 

 

KHALID    

The United States of America held the phone book. But Canada made the call.  

 

ALHAM   

Monsters. 
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KHALID    

I left Montreal to visit my Godfather, Tariq. In Boston. He had flown from Beirut to give a 

workshop at The Harvard School of Architecture. As you no doubt gathered, Tariq is... was –  

 

ALHAM   

An architect. Yes.  

KHALID    

He said being an architect in poor battered Beirut gave him the opportunity to erect some of his 

favourite buildings twice.  

ALHAM   

No stranger to paradox, your Godfather. (palm to breast) I’m sorry for your loss.  

KHALID   

 (palm to breast) Thank you. He was a lovely, joyful complicated man.  

 

Silence.  

ALHAM   

Your injury. Canada was complicit?   

KHALID    

Compliant and complicit. Officials scan your passport at Gare Central in Montreal before you 

board the Amtrak train. At the border, three Canadian Border Security Services officers 

approached me. Two men and one woman. I was cuffed and shackled and forced from the 

train. I have never been so humiliated. Or afraid. I was delivered to the Americans. Then 

stripped to my underwear and left shivering in an unheated cell. I was taken to a large room. 

Two of the interrogators were women.  

ALHAM   

Picked to unsettle you because you are Muslim. 

 

KHALID    

Yes. The younger women knelt to remove my underwear. Her cold blue eyes, beautiful under 

other circumstances I’m sure, were filled with hatred. I was mortified. Very sad for her. I 

thought of the rage my dear mother would have felt. And whether my underwear remained 

unsoiled.  

ALHAM   

I would have tongue-lashed them without mercy had they shamed one of my boys in this way.  

 

KHALID    

I told a small lie. Rather, withheld the whole truth. I was found out.  

 

ALHAM   

Hence the phone book.   
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KHALID    

Hence the phone book.  

ALHAM   

These are the extent of your injuries?   

KHALID    

As far as I can tell.  

ALHAM   

No ‘enhanced interrogation’?   

KHALID    

I don’t know. 

ALHAM   

You’d know. Broken bones. Internal bleeding. From struggling against restraints. Oxygen 

deprivation, damaging lungs and brain. Essentially, dry drowning.  

 

KHALID    

Ah. Waterboarding. No. 

ALHAM   

You say you suffered exposure? 

KHALID    

I feared my teeth would shatter. My skin was that of a plucked chicken.  

 

ALHAM   

You stood naked for how long? 

KHALID    

Two hours in the cell. Then three ‘sessions’ – their word – in the interrogation room. 

 

ALHAM   

There was a clock in the room? 

KHALID    

It was enormous. The seconds were marked with an irregular beat.  

 

ALHAM   

Pre-recorded. Manipulated to throw you off.  

 

KHALID    

By times I could have sworn the hands were moving backwards. 

 

ALHAM   

They may well have been. Bright light? 

KHALID    

So intense I received a raging headache.  
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ALHAM   

Which persists. 

KHALID    

Yes. Twelve hours later, I was dropped back on the Canadian side of the border. It was 8 

degrees negative. Negative 23 chill factor with the wind. No shelter. I focused long enough to 

call Harvard.  

 

Alham waits. 

KHALID    

Tariq had suffered a heart attack. He refused to die in America. Insisted he be airlifted home. 

He died over the Atlantic.   

ALHAM   

Now his gifts belong to heaven and earth.  

KHALID    

It took three days to find an airline which would carry me.   

 

ALHAM   

You’re on the list.  

KHALID    

Yes. Not because I was the Khalid Khoury they sought.  

 

ALHAM   

You were the Khalid Khoury they happened to find.  

 

KHALID    

There were two deaths that day. Tariq’s, whose Salat al-Janazah  I missed.  

 

ALHAM   

The other? 

KHALID    

Canada tugged its forelock and shuffled its feet. A poor slave doing America’s bidding. I loved 

Canada. Now I have such fury in my heart I can no longer tell one country from the other. I am 

finished with North Americans.  

ALHAM   

You are in no fit state to make decisions.  

KHALID    

I have never felt so alone. Or unsafe. Or without hope. There is little future for a banker without 

access to the mighty USA.  

ALHAM  

Aside from the cracked rib or ribs I believe you are suffering Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. A 
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good psychiatrist will help you – 

KHALID    

No psychiatrist no matter how good will bring Nabil back to me. (rises)  Perhaps it’s at the front 

desk...  

Alham produces Khalid’s notebook.  

KHALID    

Thank God. Why... ? 

ALHAM   

I wished to make certain you are its rightful owner.  

 

Alham rises. She scans the ceiling.  

ALHAM   

Why do we come to these awful places?   

KHALID    

Where lies became truth? How could we not. We live in a time when truth is murdered and 

leaves no shadow.  

ALHAM   

Yet truth echoes. Look there. And here. It has the feel of the sacred.  

 

KHALID    

Like a cathedral. Illuminated by the nightmares of children.   

 

ALHAM   

I’m afraid my son is one of these.  

KHALID    

He was tortured? 

ALHAM   

No.  

KHALID    

Ah. 

ALHAM   

Yes...  

KHALID    

I’m sorry. 

ALHAM   

We fear he’s been sent to hunt me down.  

KHALID    

Surely not. Why – ? 

ALHAM   

I found images of him on the internet. Our eldest. Habib. Masked, in a thawb and turban. With 
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ugly, angry men. Waving their black flag. 

KHALID    

Daesh.  

ALHAM   

Yes.   

 

Alham moves a little distant. Her back is to Khalid.  

 

ALHAM 

We  loved Vancouver. All of us. Until Habib became angry and withdrawn. And terribly sad. He 

no longer prayed with his father and brother. He criticized his sister. He turned away from me. 

Sullen young men with untrimmed beards and prayer caps began to gather at our home. A call 

came from UBC. Habib was no longer attending class. Then came the visits from C.S.I.S. 

 

KHALID    

You’re sure the person you saw on television was your son? 

 

ALHAM   

A parent knows their child. His eyes. They were filled with rage. Like yours. When you came 

searching for… 

KHALID    

For my incriminating journal.  

ALHAM   

Yes.  

KHALID    

Which I presume you read.  

ALHAM   

Enough to know that you write with tenderness and great depth of feeling.  

 

KHALID    

Thank you. 

ALHAM   

I think Tariq was more to you than Godfather.  

KHALID    

Please. I beg you. Tell no one.  

ALHAM   

Whom would I tell?  

KHALID     

Something might slip...  

ALHAM    

We love those whom Allah leads us to love. Your truth is safe with me. 
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They regard the images.  

KHALID    

Tariq was my life.  

ALHAM   

And yet you live.  

KHALID    

He was my heart and my soul. 

ALHAM   

Now there is a vacuum where once there was love.  

KHALID    

No. Only boiling rage. It corrodes my spirit and poisons my gut. I want to lash out. Destroy 

something. Or someone. I fear I will never be happy. Or a good man again.  

ALHAM   

A reasonable fear. Which you must absolutely and completely vanquish. As must I.  

 

 Silence.  

KHALID    

Now it is I who do not follow. 

ALHAM   

We are well off. In Vancouver. My husband’s businesses flourished. I requalified quickly and run 

a successful OB/GYN practice. Immigrant women are still reluctant to accept the help of men in 

these personal matters. We are happy in Canada. Were happy. Now we feel we are being 

shadowed.  

KHALID    

Because of your son? 

ALHAM   

No. Because of me. I assembled a group of like-minded obstetricians and gynecologists.  Men. 

Women. Christians. Sikhs. Muslims. We are determined to eradicate female genital mutilation 

in sub-Saharan Africa. I accompanied a team to Somalia. Seven men and women, all sworn to 

do no harm.   

KHALID    

You are now a target. 

ALHAM  

The ignorant in the west believe this unspeakable barbarism to be Islamic law, supported by the 

Holy Koran. It is not. It is local. It is tribal. And, I soon learned, only partially patriarchal. I don’t 

know who benefits. Certainly not the modern men we interviewed, who deplore the practice 

and speak with the shame of the powerless. It became obvious that in many cases women use 

female circumcision to dominate other women.  
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KHALID    

Like male circumcision is used to –   

ALHAM    

Male circumcision is a fallacious equivalent. There is no valid comparison.  

 

KHALID     

Infant boys scream for a reason – 

ALHAM    

I will not concede the enormity of the evil, the theft of pleasure, the destruction of dignity, the 

disfigurement, the irreversible damage done to these young girls. At the hands of their mothers 

and grandmothers. The women they love and trust.  

 

Alham moves away. 

ALHAM   

Three of us were captured.  We... I… 

 

Khalid walks to Alham, stands quietly nearby. He references the brochure.  

 

KHALID    

Odd. 

ALHAM   

What? 

KHALID    

They don’t include Muslims in the list of the tortured and condemned.  

 

ALHAM   

Perhaps we’re covered in the ‘other undesirable intellectuals’ category.  

 

KHALID    

‘Inconvenient  intellectuals’. Yes. That would be us.  

ALHAM   

I judge you to be a man in your mid-thirties. Am I close? 

 

KHALID    

Close enough. This is important why? 

ALHAM   

You were in Canada for how long? 

KHALID    

Ten years. Tariq put me through The Molson School of Business at Concordia.  
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ALHAM   

The alcohol Molsons? The irony was not lost on you? 

KHALID    

Ha!  No. Or the thousands of Muslims who come to Concordia... where many take their first 

public drink. I was doing well in my first job at the RBC. First credit, then mortgages. Tariq 

visited the first week of every month. I loved our life in Montreal. I had stability. I had a future.  

 

ALHAM   

You remain in the closet.  

KHALID    

I beg your pardon? 

ALHAM   

Gay persons are safe in Canada.  Even permitted to marry. Yet after ten years you are still 

hiding. 

KHALID    

Says the woman draped in black from head to toe.  

 

ALHAM   

Fair point.  

KHALID    

You knew your son’s body, even in a loose thawb. Won’t he know yours?  

 

ALHAM   

I hope he will, but that his companions will not. You may assume hypocrisy, but you will not 

dispute that it is an effective way to hide in plain view.  

 

KHALID     

I understand. Rural Lebanon was no place to parade alternative sexuality.  

 

ALHAM    

I thought you were from Beirut.  

KHALID     

No. I am a country boy. Tariq found a tender twig in a field of carnivorous weeds. I was plucked 

from hell and transported to paradise.  

ALHAM   

He sounds a very… pragmatic man.  

KHALID    

Tariq led a charmed life. Last autumn, he got a call from an Emirati sheik – a summons really – 

to join a two-week falcon hunt on the steps of Mongolia. One hundred and fifty quests. Air-

conditioned tents set up in the desert to feed and accommodate them. And their servants. And 
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their horses.  

ALHAM   

Did he capture a falcon? 

KHALID 

Tariq?  Ha!  No. Tariq is the ultimate urban creature.  He loathes the country side. He managed 

two days, fretting and chain-smoking in the library tent.  

 

ALHAM   

The minimum stay not to fall into disfavour.     

KHALID    

He also has – had a wonderful story of his encounter with Maria Callas, who attempted to 

seduce him when he was a student on a study-trip to Milano. She was not successful.  

 Silence. 

ALHAM   

I sometimes wonder if my son is gay.  

KHALID    

It seems unlikely. Unless he wishes to be publicly humiliated, beaten, bound hand and foot, 

blindfolded then thrown to his death from a high building –  

ALHAM   

No. Not my Habib. I mean our youngest boy. Sameer. We joke, his father and I, that Sameer is 

too happy to be normal.  

KHALID    

Perhaps you mean straight?   

ALHAM   

Perhaps. Habib was never comfortable with our Canadian way of life. He once told me he felt 

cheated. We confronted him, with our Imam. We began to get him back. Then I was taken.  

 

KHALID    

And tortured.  

ALHAM   

Yes.  

KHALID    

At the Canadian border, where I trembled before the Americans, my cousin, Ebrahim, appeared 

and stood before me. I was in love with Ebrahim. And he with me. We were fourteen. Our 

brothers found us nestled together in his father’s orchard. They raped then strangled him. 

Burned his body on the pyre of olive branches I was forced to collect. I ran to tell my father. 

Before I fell unconscious from the blows that flew from his fists, I saw compliance in my father’s 

eyes. Nothing was said of Ebrahim‘s disappearance. All that remains is the echo of our mothers, 

wailing their grief and rage.     
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ALHAM   

And the question: why Ebrahim and not you.  

KHALID    

Yes.  

 Silence.  

ALHAM   

I’m sorry. I have forgotten your name.  

KHALID    

Khalid Khoury. The wrong Khalid Khoury, as it turned out.  

 

ALHAM   

I am Alham Alsoswa. I am the right one and I plead guilty. You’ll never know why they chose 

Ebrahim and not you. Any more than I will accept that two of my male colleagues were 

beheaded and I was not. It never will make sense and it doesn’t matter.  

 

KHALID     

Of course it matters— 

ALHAM   

No. If it matters in that way they win. I will not submit to the ache in my heart for the death of 

my son’s humanity. Or my hatred of what he has become. One survives by playing a 

psychological game of cat and mouse, where one is both. Pain that cannot be endured must be 

converted. The torture of the body and the torture of the soul are survived in the same way 

because they are the same pain. I refused to give the Somali monsters what they wanted most: 

the satisfaction of my complete surrender. I summoned my vast knowledge of what I know 

best, what they fear most: The female body. Each assault drove me back to the births of my 

children. To my cries for life, and those of the hundreds of mothers and the infants I delivered. I 

thought of our sweet Halima, and what those women would do to her.  

 

KHALID    

Your daughter gave you strength. 

ALHAM   

My children gave me strength. Reproduction is the woman’s true power. Especially when 

withheld. The ordeal and joy of birth has taught me endurance.  My first born. My beloved. My 

Habib. I prayed to Allah, blessed be His Name, and begged forgiveness for my great failure. I 

directed my agony to shelter in my torn ligaments, my broken bones, my bruised and burned 

flesh. It became apparent I preferred death to submission. 

 

KHALID   

Yet you survived.  

ALHAM   

I had monetary value. At the last moment, the government of Canada acquiesced. I was carried 
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past ululating village women, whom they had gathered. Waiting to cut all pleasure from me.  

KHALID    

We’re told we must forgive our tormentors.  

ALHAM   

Yes. To release us from the dreadful business of retaliation. It is enough that a broken body can 

heal. Imperfectly perhaps. But it can heal.  

KHALID    

What of a poisoned spirit?   

ALHAM   

I am sorry that you suffered doubly. That Tariq is not here to comfort you. But please. Forgive 

your beloved Tariq. He left this world, not you. Many souls wither and die, and leave no trace. 

Not all. These left their mark in blood and stone. They bear eternal witness.  

Alham references the brochure then indicates a poem in the dome. 

Look up.  (Reads)  “Love is a small bird,” this one says. “Fragile and quick to flee. If we are kind, 

love’s winged legions flock to us in their millions. They alight and sing in ecstasy at our feet.”  

Forget the American brutes and their Canadian handmaidens, Khalid. Find a way to open your 

heart and forgive.  

KHALID    

I don’t know that I can. 

ALHAM   

I know that you must. You have begun already.  

 

Alham indicates Khalid’s notebook.   

ALHAM 

May I? 

 He offers his notebook.  Alham finds and indicates a passage, hands it back.  

ALHAM 

Please... 

 

Khalid receives the notebook. He collects himself.  

 

KHALID    

(reads)  ‘The soul briefly tethered to eternity looks over its shoulder, glances back and down. In 

time, the tether frays. Some souls float off, dissolve, and are no more. As though they had 

never been. Other’s, like yours my beloved, my heart, my soul, my Tariq – dissolve and fall back 

to earth like rain. You flow in the rivers of truth and beauty that run through the generations of 

humankind, through time, beyond time, where time ever begins and never ends.’   

 

Khalid closes the notebook.   
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ALHAM   

Are these not the markings of a soul healing itself?  You ask why I kept your notebook. I found 

my Habib in your words. The man he was about to become. I find joy in your sorrow, Khalid 

Khoury. I pray that joy still lives in my sorrowful son. And somewhere deep in me. 

 

Music:  Male and female voices. Arabic/Christian fusion.  

 

KHALID    

My Beloved. My Tariq. You will  live forever in my bruised and joyful flesh. Together we will heal 

my broken heart.   

ALHAM   

(palm to breast) May Allah, Blessed be His Name, heal all our wounds.  

 

KHALID    

(palm to breast) And bless our immortal souls.  

 

 Alham and Khalid remain seated in silhouette. 

 

Music continues. 

Sound and Light. 

 

The illustrated prayers of the tortured reappear, and vibrate in luminous HD projection in 

the laser-mapped dome and arches.  

 

HD Images of Canadians Omar Khadr, Zahra Kazemi and Maher Arar replace those of the 

16thC tortured.  

 

Canadian Airborne private Clayton Matchee and his bloodied Somali victim, the 

teenaged Shidane Abukar Arone, dominate briefly then fade.   

 

American torturer Lynndie England and the Standing Hooded Man of Abu Ghraib appear: 

Dogs.  

 

All is overshadowed by the image of Ferdinand, Grand Inquisitor of Palermo, 1513. 

 

Blackout. 
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TWO MONKEYS, ONE GRAPE 
Act two, Play #5:  Bawdy Parts. 
 
The Cast:   THE PROFESSOR:  Seconds older than Play #1 

NURSE CAROLE:  Middle age.   
   LEO  Late twenties    
   MARIELLE:  Twenty.   

   MUSTAFA  Mid to late thirties.    

   HORACIO:  Early middle age.   

   JESUS, BUDDHA, SHIVA/AA (M/F):  1987, 2634, & 3,528,000,000 yrs. old.   

 

Time and Place:   Seconds after the close of Play #1, Tiger Warning! The Professor’s condo.  

 

Scene: In the blackout, we hear terrible cracking noises. A familiar scream, then... “Oh God. I am 

so screwed.”  Lights up. The Professor lies on a couch, fitted with a finger to-elbow cast on his 

right arm, an enormous bandage on his right foot. He is attended by Nurse Carole. 

 

PROF 

Mmft gmmhen drreefpt.  

 

Nurse Carole unwraps the bandage. It results in a large pile of soiled cloth.  

The Prof whimpers. 

CAROLE 

Get over yourself. You know what kills me?  About being a nurse? 

 

PROF 

Mmft gmmhen – 

CAROLE 

Patients dying. 

PROF 

Gmmhen drreefpt! 

CAROLE 

And body fluids. 

PROF 

Drreefpt! 

CAROLE 

No problem. Burble away. I’m fluent in opiate. I also speak OxyContin, Dilauded and the 

granddaddy of all ragtime-talkers, old school morphine. Right now, you’re speaking Oxy with a 

smattering of codeine-laced acetaminophen. Am I right? 
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PROF 

Mmft!  

CAROLE 

I thought so.  

PROF 

Ouch. Oooch! Aieeeeieee…. 

CAROLE 

Ah, high, shrill shriek of Oxycontin. Poor you. 

PROF 

Drreefpt!  Mmft gmmhen drreefpt! 

CAROLE 

An open wound? In a public hospital? Good call. Better to wait here among your own home-

grown pathogens until you’re ready for surgery. 

 

PROF 

Mmft gmmhen drreefpt!  Drreeftp!! 

CAROLE 

Whoah! I didn’t push you off those steps. 

PROF 

Mmft gmmhen drreefpt! 

CAROLE 

Much as I might have liked to. (chart)  “Snagged  one over-sized clown shoe on a dicey riser 

while reaching for a rope with which to hang himself.” 

 

PROF 

Gmmhen drreefpt mmft! 

CAROLE 

Whoah!  Watch that tongue. How much Oxy are you…?   (Checks bottle)  Shit la merde. How are 

things in Lala Land? 

PROF 

(terror) Mmft gmmhen drreefpt!!! 

CAROLE 

Oxycontin buzz saws slicing and dicing your grey matter!  (shudders)  Very common. (tosses 

bottle) Hideous drug. 

PROF 

(weeps)  Mmft gmmhen  . . . 

CAROLE 

It’s okay, baby. Don’t cry. Hey!  (Opens bottle)  Let’s speak Dilauded! 

 

PROF 

 (Eats a handful. Pause)  I LOVE Dilauded. (Baby-like sucking/pleasure noises) 
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CAROLE 

Yes. It’s as if God herself packed a band of singing angels into a tiny pill. 

 

The bandage is finally unwrapped. Slide of damaged right foot. The projected images are 

distressing. An orange-sized, blood-and-fluid haematoma surrounds the ankle.  

 

PROF 

Oh God oh God oh God. 

 

Carole inserts an enormous syringe into the haematoma. She extracts the hideous liquid.   

 

CAROLE 

I’ve seen worse. 

PROF 

What do you do with the hideous liquid? 

CAROLE 

It’s organic. Makes great soup. Kidding. Goes down your shitter. 

 

PROF 

With the residue of all the opiates?  (he weeps) Poor sea creatures. And the ducks. Does no one 

care for the ducks? Fabulous!  Let me write that down… May I borrow your pen? 

 

He attempts to hold pen.  

 

Well I am chewed, screwed, nude and tattooed! 

CAROLE 

It also says here that aside from a fractured wrist, the tendon which controls your thumb is 

kaput. No plans to hitchhike, I hope? 

PROF 

What? 

CAROLE 

No uncontrollable urge to pick your nose? 

PROF  

There’s no need to be a smart ass. How long before I’ll write again? 

 

CAROLE 

Months, likely.  

PROF 

Oh God oh God oh God. 
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CAROLE 

If the drugs haven’t completely fried your brain.  

 

Holds up x-ray. Projected. Shattered heel. Distressing.   

 

CAROLE 

Oy vey! I also speak a bit of Yiddish by the way.  

 

PROF 

The poor thing is shattered.  

 

He whimpers.  

CAROLE 

You should be walking within the year. The good news is, you appear to heal quickly. Which 

surprises me.   

PROF 

Yeah, well – why? 

CAROLE 

Because you’re a cranky old bugger. You’re a week from surgery. Expect a heel full of screws. 

God knows what they’ll do with that wrist. And the thumb. 

 

She whips on a much lighter bandage. The PROF whimpers. 

 

CAROLE 

Stop whimpering.  Good people make the best of a bad deal.  

 

She packs her gear, transforms into Marley’s Ghost: amplification, reverberation.  

 

CAROLE 

You will be visited by three health care workers. (normal) Be civil.   

 

PROF 

I’ll be civil if they know their business.   

CAROLE 

(Marley) Bus-i-ness?  BUS-I-NESS?  Civility is your bus-i-ness!  

 

Carole snaps out of it.  Hands The Prof a brochure. 

 

CAROLE 

(normal)  Good luck with your surgery. 
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PROF 

“You and Your Health Care Worker:  How Civility Can Save Your Life”.  

 

 She exits. 

CAROLE 

(Marley’s ghost, trailing off) “Look to see me no more… no mooore… no mooooore…” 

PROF 

What the Dickens?  Hey!  Nurse!!  Come back here!  I can’t feel my toes…!!! 

 

Standard shoulder-pit crutches descend on a rope. The Prof’s finger/thumb grip on the 

handhold is precarious.  

PROF 

(to audience) Carole’s mysterious prediction took surprising forms.  

 

Leo enters, extinguishes a smoke.   

PROF 

Homecare services sent Leo to bathe me. He was well-seasoned and straight and oddly 

attractive. He smelled strongly of tobacco and weed. I liked him immediately.  

 

Leo helps The Prof undress.   

LEO 

I envy you, living alone.   

PROF 

I’m between relationships.  

LEO 

I’m on wife #4.  

PROF 

 Ah, congratulations? 

 

The Prof stands naked in a shallow basin. Leo adjusts a hand shower.   

LEO 

How’s the temp?    

PROF 

Perfect 

LEO 

So, I made a mistake. Okay three. Possibly four. I still believe in the sanctity of marriage.  

 

PROF 

Do you? How old-timey. I met the most remarkable young woman yesterday. Health Services 

has this program for marginalized youth… 
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Marielle appears, burdened with cleaning paraphernalia. 

 

PROF 

They sent Marielle to clean the condo. 

LEO 

Oh yeah?   

PROF 

Made me re-think everything I thought my mean-spirited prejudices about the younger 

generation. Ah, generations. 

 

Marielle cleans house, bg.  

 

I’m feeling sorry for myself. In comes Marielle. An absolute beauty. Get this. Marielle is missing 

her left hand. 

LEO 

Her whole hand is missing?    

PROF 

From the wrist forward. Exactly where mine is broken. 

 

LEO 

They sent her to clean…  

PROF 

I know! Marielle went right at it, swinging a bucket on her forearm just above the stump. 

 

LEO 

And you began to think you weren’t so bad off after all.   

 

PROF 

It wasn’t just her ability. It was her attitude. 

 

Marielle addresses the audience. 

 

MERIELLE 

(to audience) I was born with one hand missing. My mother couldn’t bear it. I was raised by a 

father I loved who loved me. He died young. I was fourteen. I ended up in terrible foster homes. 

Then ten years on the streets. Now twenty five. Finishing high school. Cleaning house for 

injured old people. Feels good.   

 

PROF 

Something in that beautiful young woman would not be defeated. 
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 Marielle addresses the Prof as though Leo wasn’t there. Leo goes about his work. 

 

MARIELLE 

My worker tells me I’m a synesthetic hedonist. I experience the world in colour, which, naturally, 

is blue green. Pleasure is cerulean blue. Love? Burgundy, like the smells and tastes of a lover’s 

body, during sex. I love the magenta rush of fresh air. Orange is finding new ways to do things 

with four fingers, one thumb and one stump. Breath is white. Like winter. Sleep is Neapolitan. 

Art Galleries? Oouff! Sexually charged whirlpools of eroticism. I know there’s a young man out 

there. Waiting for me. A good young man as beautiful as my father. Who will love me and the 

hand that isn’t there. As Daddy used to say, ‘I’m sure it would have been as lovely as the one you 

already have.’  I miss my dad. I think I’m an artist.  

 

 Marielle disappears.    

PROF 

Marielle fought to survive: She suffered, she persisted and she flourished. The world is a better 

place because of people like her. 

 

 Leo works the shower head and facecloth up the back of the Prof’s legs.   

 

PROF 

Ah, I’ve never been bathed by anyone other than my mother.  And, you know, lovers in post-sex 

showers. In the early days of love. Before the colours begin to fade. 

 

LEO 

Put your left arm over my shoulder. Good. Stand on your good foot. Lift your bad leg. Good. 

Stay like that while I wash your ass.   

PROF 

Whoah!  That feels… 

LEO 

Too hot?   

PROF 

No. Way cool. 

 

 Leo rinses cloth, re-soaps, moves forward.  

 

LEO 

Now. The front. 

 

The Prof turns, drapes a tiny towel to protect his modesty. Leo sets to work in a 

perfunctory manner. 
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PROF 

This is deeply weird. Can’t I do this myself? 

LEO 

I don’t see how.  

PROF 

I, ah. What if I, ah  … 

LEO 

You, ah … what?   

PROF 

You know.  I – 

LEO 

Get an erection?   

PROF 

Yes. 

LEO 

Relax. It makes it easier to wash.  

PROF 

I’ll close my eyes and think of Justin. 

LEO 

There you go. Clean as a – (wolf whistle) Hello! 

 

PROF 

(looks down) Whoah!   

 

Leo exits. The Prof dons a housecoat. Merielle re-appears, in winter coat and boots. 

 

MERIELLE 

Professor! Professor! 

PROF 

Eh?  Oh, hi! 

MERIELLE 

Look! (phone) I’ve been accepted at art school! Thanks for the help with the endless 

applications. I can’t tell you what our talks meant to me, Professor.  

 

They embrace.  

PROF 

As she left, I noticed I’d stopped seeing what wasn’t there: Merielle’s left hand. In its place?  A 

vermillion aura made the empty space seem alive. Unborn. Determined to become. 

 

MERIELLE 

Vermillion is the colour of rebirth.  
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Merielle exits.    

 

The Professor puts aside his crutches, slips his lightly bandaged foot into a Walker Boot.  

 

PROF 

Civility lesson number two arrived in the elegant form of naturalized Canadian and former 

Casablanca native, the handsome physiotherapist Mustapha El Amin. 

 

Enter Mustafa. He unpacks his physio gear.  

 

PROF 

Mustapha was missing his left foot. From the ankle forward. No instep. No toes. No arch. No lie.  

 

MUSTAFA 

How are your spirits?   

PROF 

So-so. My butt muscles are atrophying. Time was, I could crack a walnut between my ass 

cheeks. Now I’d do well to juice a ripe plum. 

 

A four-wheeled Knee Walker rolls on. The Prof whizzes around the stage, propelled by his 

good leg. Mustapha corners him:  An embrace and a deep and passionate kiss. 

Mustapha reluctantly breaks free.   

MUSTAFA 

You know the rule. No moofky poofky until the physio is finished.  

 

PROF 

I want moofky poofky now. 

MUSTAFA 

No.   

PROF 

Think how much more relaxed I’ll be. 

MUSTAFA 

Good point. Come and get it.   

 

 They clinch, roll onto the couch.   

PROF 

Goalie or forward? 

MUSTAFA 

I don’t understand.  

PROF 

First thing they ask in American gay bars…  Are you a pitcher or catcher? 
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 Mustapha is mystified. 

PROF 

Top or bottom.  

MUSTAFA 

Ahh. 

PROF 

I thought I’d Cannuk it up. So… Centre forward or home team goalie? 

 

MUSTAFA 

Moroccans don’t negotiate these things. We live in the moment and go with the flow.   

 

PROF 

It was the same here. In the last century. 

MUSTAFA 

What happened?   

PROF 

9/11. The Yanks need to know who’s on top. 

 

MUSTAFA 

I like it all. Top. Bottom. Side by side. Tongue to tail. You?   

 

PROF 

I used to be a top. Then I turned sixty. Now I’m just grateful. 

 

MUSTAFA 

Let me show you a new stretch – 

 

The couch revolves to shield their passion. Arm and leg in casts appear above the back of 

the couch in various unlikely formations. Sounds of energetic jouissance emerge. Until…  

 

PROF 

Mustapha. Can I ask you something? 

MUSTAFA 

Can it wait?   

PROF 

Why do you leave your left sneaker on when we make love? 

 

  Mustapha considers. He removes his left sneaker. Then sock.  

PROF 

You’re, ah, missing half your foot! 
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MUSTAFA 

Yeah. I noticed.  I was born this way.   

PROF 

Do you believe in fate? 

MUSTAFA 

The universe provides what we need. If we ask the right question.   

 

PROF 

The answer to my most pressing question, my dear exotic friend, seems to be you! 

 

Lips locked, they slip from view. Sounds indicate rapidly escalating jouissance. The Prof’s 

booted leg and cast-encased arm shoot into view above the back of the couch. The limbs 

descend slowly. They untangle. 

MUSTAFA 

I almost forgot. These are yours. Deluxe Ortho Adjustable Forearm Crutches©. A Canadian 

invention, by the way.   

PROF 

Oh. Thanks. 

 

The Prof tries out the half crutches… great progress. 

  

MUSTAFA 

I meant to ask. How did the Useful U appeal go? 

 

PROF 

On-going but looking good. The new discipline committee was very sympathetic. 

 

MUSTAFA 

Really? 

PROF 

Well, the Two Monkeys, One Grape trials and all those horrible deaths. Then there was a 

second sex-drugging. This time in the English department. My Starbucks tormentors confessed. 

The Humanities are under assault it seems, from the left and the right. But all’s well that ends.  

MUSTAFA 

Good. Next week we’ll get you standing on the weak foot. 

 

PROF 

Mustapha, I can’t feel my toes. 

MUSTAFA 

Be grateful you still have them. Kidding. The feeling will come back. Perhaps. Kidding. Ciao… 
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Mustapha and The PROF part with great tenderness.  

PROF 

I was soon walking with only the boot. Then no boot. Then no crutches. 

 

He stands on one foot then, gingerly, the other. The injured foot can’t sustain the 

pressure. He rights himself. 

PROF 

It’s all a question of balance. 

 

The Professor dresses in slacks, shirt and slippers over images of the hand post surgery. 

Frankensteinian stitches. Swollen. Red.   

PROF 

Surgery on my thumb went well enough. But now I had one leg shorter than the other. 

 

Horacio appears, at his work bench. The Prof approaches, limping slightly.  

 

PROF 

Hi. I have answers. I need questions. My right foot has changed shape. And size. 

 

Horacio extends a welcoming hand. The Prof stares. Horacio is missing his right thumb. 

 

HORACIO 

What?  You’ve never seen a person missing a body part?   

 

PROF 

Sorry. It seems everybody I meet lately is missing something. Oh God. That was insensitive. How 

did you lose your thumb? 

HORACIO 

Dirt bike accident in Nicaragua. I was a wild youth.  

 

PROF 

Do you believe in fate?   

HORACIO 

No. Let me guess. You need prosthetic insoles.   

 

PROF 

I injured three body parts. Then met people missing the exact same parts. 

 

HORACIO 

It’s all random. (rolls a joint)  Are you 420 friendly?    
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PROF 

Sure. Dilauded?   

HORACIO 

Love it.  

PROF 

My last two. 

HORACIO 

Grind them up. We’ll snort them.  

PROF 

I was afraid of becoming addicted.   

HORACIO 

C’mon. Addicted?  To opiates?  When Justin’s marijuana is good, legal and cheap-ish?   

 

PROF 

Good point. Is that what we’re smoking? 

HORACIO 

You bet. I like that my tax dollars come back in benefits.   

 

PROF 

How fine for the Dilauded?    

HORACIO 

Think cornstarch. That’s good.  

 

They toke and snort. We hear the opening riffs of The Beatle’s Norwegian Wood. Then a 

musical smack in the face from Alice Cooper. Jesus, Buddha and Shiva/Shivaa appear. 

They are piss drunk. Shiva/Shivaa collects Dilauded dust and rubs it on his/her gums. 

Jesus eats the roach.  

JESUS 

Twist us up another fatty will you Siddhartha? In the name of the Father, the Son and the— 

 

The Buddha rolls another joint.  

BUDDHA 

Jesus!  What’s up with your compulsion to create everlasting unity?   

 

JESUS 

It’s basic math— 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

In what cosmos does one plus one equal three?   

 

BUDDHA 

Hi there. I’m The Buddha.   
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HORACIO 

So I gathered. I’m Horacio, a humble cobbler with an orthotic specialty.  

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

And you are? 

PROF 

I’m the Professor. You might remember me from such hits as My Fair Lady? No? The Rocky 

Horror Picture Show?  Possibly Gilligan’s Island? Likely after your time. And you’re…?  

  

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Shiva. (switches to female form)  Aka, Shivaa. You may remember me from Dr. Who, season 36, 

episode four?  

JESUS 

So. Why are we here?   

SHIVA/SHIVA: 

How can we help? 

PROF/HORACIO 

I dunno/I dunno 

BUDDHA 

You summoned us.   

HORACIO 

We did?   

JESUS 

Weed and Dilauded. The sacred smoke and powder of perfect knowledge. JC by the way.   

 

PROF 

Hi. I, ah… 

HORACIO 

Well, ah… 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

You dragged us away from the Peace in Their Time? conference.  

 

PROF 

We did?   

JESUS 

We haven’t got all day.   

BUDDHA 

Wazzup? 

PROF 

Okay. I have a question. Why can’t I feel my toes?   
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HORACIO 

Yeah. And why is everything designed to fall apart?   

 

PROF 

Yeah. And look here. Where is Horacio’s thumb? 

 

HORACIO 

Yeah.  

PROF 

Yeah. And Merielle’s hand and half of Mustapha’s foot!  Why were their body parts taken, and 

mine just busted up?   

HORACIO 

And why does my handsome son hate me?   

PROF 

And kids!  (sings) “What’s the matter with kids today?” 

 

JESUS/SHIVA-SHIVAA/BUDDAH 

(sing… kick line?)  “Why can’t they be like we were/ Perfect in every way/ Oh! What’s the 

matter with kids today.”    

BUDDHA 

Your bodies are not engines of life:  They are mere conduits.   

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Hotwired for war and peace.   

BUDDHA 

Impermanence is permanent.  

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

What was isn’t. What isn’t shall be. What isn’t is not not. Just not yet.  

 

JESUS 

Get it?   

PROF/HORACIO 

Yes/No. Kinda/Wha  . . . ?   

 

JESUS 

World without end.   

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Amen.   

BUDDHA 

What he… she… they said.  
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 Baffled silence.  

BUDDHA 

Have some fun, for heaven’s sake.  

JESUS 

You’re here for a good time. Not a long time.   

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Consider:  You are descended from a long line of cave-dwelling, smoke-breathing, crap-eating 

hunter/scavengers. Smoke. Drink. Eat. Whatever!   

 

JESUS 

Make consensual love not conventional war.  

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Make consensual love and unconventional war.  

 

BUDDHA 

First and foremost, make and keep friends.  

 

JESUS 

As you do onto the least of these, you do also onto me. 

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Have lotsa beautiful, good-natured, fat, courageous, cheerful children.  

 

BUDDHA 

Like me! And nerdy, overly-sensitive kids, like Jesus. 

 

JESUS 

And wild, twirley gender-fluid kids like Shiva/Shivaa. (several twirls and bobs: dizzy Jesus)  

 

VOICE FROM SKY 

And me… 

 

 Pause. 

2nd VOICE FROM SKY 

AND ME! 

ALL 

Blessed be all our names! 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Where we. Ah, yes. Children… Love and challenge them.  
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JESUS 

Become a rigorous, responsible, loving parent with great expectations 

 

BUDDHA  

 Feed them lots of butter.  

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Don’t skimp on the salt. 

JESUS 

And don’t lie to your children.  

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

But rarely tell the whole truth.  

JESUS 

Be thou not thy child’s ‘friend’. He/she/they is/are not your equal. They are weak and 

unformed. You are large and complete-ish. Be his/her/their parent first.  

 

BUDDHA 

You’d know this how, father of none? 

JESUS 

Hey. You met my Dad. 

HORACIO 

Please. Tell me. What should I do about my handsome son who hates me?   

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Stop pandering. Set reasonable limits and lofty goals. Expect results.  

 

JESUS 

Be steadfast and true.  

BUDDHA 

Truth is fluid and prone to change. Not rigid or – forgive me Moses – carved in stone.  

 

JESUS 

Horacio. Give me your hand. Not that one. The one with the thumb. (reads palm)  Your son 

smells your self pity. Siddhartha? S/S? 

 The Buddha and Shiva/Shivaa take a look 

 

BUDDHA 

He fears you punish him for his physical perfection and inner beauty.  
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SHIVA/SHIVAA 

He already has a mother. He doesn’t need two. Grow a pair. Be his father.  

 

Thunder. Lightening.  

JESUS 

Speaking of which, looks like Big Daddy is calling us back up. 

 

PROF 

And me? Have you any advice for me before you go?   

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Don’t smoke weed and snort Dilauded at the same time.  

 

JESUS 

That’s all the answers for now, earth guys.  

HORACIO 

You’re too busy for our questions?   

PROF 

All we seek is a bit of comfort.  

HORACIO 

What kind of Gods are you? 

JESUS 

I would say this. Recognize your potential but don’t exaggerate your capabilities.  

 

BUDDHA 

Celebrate your accomplishments. Find pleasure in life. Before it all falls apart.  

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

And it will. Believe me.  

PROF 

In the meantime? 

JESUS 

Work hard.  

 

BUDDHA 

Hope for the best.  

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Expect the worst. 

BUDDHA 

Be grateful.  
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JESUS 

Be kind. This above all… To thine own self be true.  

BUDDHA 

I wish I’d said that.   

JESUS   

Me too. 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Have fun. (Spins… male female male etc.) Then don’t. Then have fun again. Then don’t. Then do.  

Then Don’t. Then –  

 A deep, bone-rattling rumble. Shiva/Shivaa shakes their fist at heaven.   

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Relax big Sky Dude. It’s all part of the fiery cosmic dance.  

JESUS 

Who’s keynote this year? 

BUDDHA 

Mohammed. He’s taking his theme from 1960’s Motown. “Stop! In the Name of Love!”   

 

JESUS 

Groovy. We’re out of here. Last word?  Have fun. Love each other and strive for peace.   

 

BUDDHA 

Who gave you the last word?   

 

 Jesus becomes beatific. Points up. Thunder. 

 

SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Peace! Hah! Not going to happen. Nope. Not until I say so.   

 

JESUS 

We’ll see about that.  

BUDDHA 

Poor us. Round and round we go… again. The great revolving wheel of life!  

 

PROF 

I think it’s what’s left unsaid that ruins us.  

BUDDHA 

So true. Fear of the other and our own self-loathing… all part of Beelze-bub/Beelzebabe’s 

infernal plan. Hakuna Matata, baby! 

JESUS 

Whatever.  
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SHIVA/SHIVAA 

Move your skinny butt J. C.  

 

Shiva/Shivaa, twirling and bobbing, and The Buddha exit. Jesus mimes a thumb and 

finger pistol. He takes aim, ‘shoots’ The Prof’s foot.  

 

JESUS 

Bang! 

Jesus blows smoke from the imaginary barrel and exits. Horacio and the PROF 

 sit in silence.   

HORACIO 

That was weird. So... Let’s take a look at that foot.   

 

The Prof removes his shoe and sock.   

PROF 

Thanks be to the cosmos! 

HORACIO 

What?   

PROF 

My toes!  I can feel my toes! 

 

Horacio exits.  

 

The Prof struggles to stand on the injured foot… raises his good leg, foot to knee. 

Trembles, very shaky. Spreads arms out to the sides at shoulder length. Knee rotates 

outward. A long moment of stillness, while standing perfectly still on the injured leg. He 

raises his arms, palms together, over his head.  

 

Tree pose. Hold…continuous action to Play #6, Jouissance: Five Simple Songs. 

 

The Professor becomes The Host. He sings: The Tipping Point. 
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TWO MONKEYS, ONE GRAPE 

Act two, Play #6:  Jouissance, Five Simple Songs. 

Hear full demo of THE TIPPING POINT:  
The Professor, Jesus, Buddha, Shiva/Shivaa. 

 

Song #1:  The Tipping Point  

…continuous action from Play #5. 

THE PROFESSOR:  

(Sings freely) There comes a time  

In every life 

When we tip over. 

Your dog, your cat 

You best friend Mike 

We all tip over. 

 

I think: So soon? 

My time has come? 

Ah well, I say 

The party’s over 

Finished 

Done. 

 

(sings) I paid my dues 

I passed the test. 

I stood in line 

Like all the rest. 

 

I loved, I won. 

I loved, I lost. 

I ate my fill 

Swallowed the cost. 

 

Took more than my share. 

Left lavish tips. 

Roared drunken songs 

Through lusty lips. 

 

I gave my best 

I gave my all. 

Straightened my spine  

Stood proud and tall.  

Smoked too much weed. 

Slowed to a crawl. 

Then… I tipped over. 

 

(Up tempo)  When I plant my face 

In the furrows of love 

I feel the heat 

My heart’s pumping blood. 

 

I come up for air 

My mind’s full ‘a bees. 

The world’s a-buzz 

I fall to my knees. 

 

When lovers forsake 

The round earth quakes 

I cling to my friends 

They give, I take. 

 

A hand reaches down 

A voice calls my name. 

I rise to my feet 

I shrug off the pain. 

 

I lift my eyes, 

The sky pulses light. 

The firmament splits 

A voice sings…To Life! 

 

I stand and I blink 

I think I might win. 

I search the stars 

I rise again. 

 

(spoken) The present ignites 

My spirit takes flight. 

Continued:  

A spark flares to flame, 

I conquer the night. 
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I raise one more glass 

To honour the past. 

Time speeds away 

I beg, ‘One more day!’ 

(Tipping Point, Continued) 

 

I will fight for the right  

To be human and kind. 

I will stand and I’ll shout 

Come on life! You’re mine! 

 

(music break: Entrance of the gods) 

 

JESUS, BUDDHA AND SHIVA/AA: 

Though the round earth may quake 

When lovers forsake 

We cling to our friends 

They give and we take. 

 

J/B/S+PROF 

   We fight for the right 

To be human and kind. 

We stand and we shout… 

L’Chaim, L’Chaim! 

OI know life… 

It’s mine! 

 

Exit the gods.  

 

PROF 

  But, ahhh… in the end 

That’s it my friend. 

The gig is up 

The clock winds down. 

(Sung) Martyr and saint 

Messiah and clown… 

We all tip over. 

(Spoken) Oh well. 

(Sung) To Life! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuous action: 

The PROF becomes Vic Carter. 

Enter Jessica Campion. 

They assume the positions last seen at the end of Dead White Males, Act One, Play#2. 
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2M,1G. Play #6, Jouissance. Song #2: Dead White Males  

Hear full demo, DEAD WHITE MALES:  Duet; Vic and Jessica. 

Song #2:  Dead White Males:  Vic and Jessica crawl on their bellies, Vic’s hand to Jessica’s ankle. They 
sing. (C & W: Two-Step tempo) 

VIC              It’s cold on this side of the curtain. 
Sad and cold as only lonely can be. 

JESSICA            Let go of my ankle, you bastard. 
   Let me go and stop torturing me. 
 
JESSICA/VIC       I wish I believed in heaven 

I’m tired of the scenery in hell. 
All the evil I done, battles lost, battles won 
Turned to stone when the cold curtain fell  

VIC     Your hands on my throat were a mercy. 
JESSICA         Let go and I’ll kill you again. 
VIC           I’ll let go. Tell the truth. I did nothing to you. 
JESSICA   I died when you shot my best friend. 
  

They rise. 
                                                                                                                                               
JESSICA     (chorus) The only good white male is a dead white male 
   And you ain’t dead enough for me. 
        First Beckie, then Mom, then you pushed me away 
             Then you laughed when my heart broke in three. 
 VIC        You lied with the tongue of the serpent         

You killed the one good thing in me. 
            I loved you like you were my daughter 

Now I’m dead but you’re still killing me. 
  
VIC                   (chorus)  You say a dead white male is a good white male 

Well, that ain't good enough for me. 
I gave you my love, the love you returned 
Was the fruit of a poisonous tree. 
 

JESSICA      I wish I believed in heaven 
                      I know that I’m headed for hell. 

I’ll drag your corpse to edge of the pit, 
Roll you in with no word of farewell.  

VIC                I wish I believed in heaven 
I’m tired of the scenery in hell. 
All the evil I done, battles lost, battles won 
Turned to stone when the cold curtain fell  

JESSICA/VIC       (J) The only good white male is a dead white male 
(V) You say a dead white male is a good white male 
 (J) And you're not dead enough for me 
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(V) Well, that ain't good enough for me 
(J)  First Becky. Then Mom. Then you pushed me away 
(V) I gave you my love, but the love you returned 
(J)  Then you laughed when my heart broke in three. 
(V) Was the fruit of a poisonous tree. 
  
                Dance break: ‘two step’.     
           

JESSICA/VIC       (Chorus, J/V)  The only good white male is/ain’t a dead white male 
And you/I ain’t dead enough for me/you 
First Beckie, then Sal, then you/I pushed me/you away 
And you/I laughed when my/your heart broke in three. 

  
Repeat 

  
Exit waltzing: Formal, Viennese style… 
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2M,1G. Play #6, Jouissance, Song # 3: Talk Me Down 

Hear Grammy-winner Jake Smith sing Ara’s song, TALK ME DOWN: Solo. 

Song #3:  Talk Me Down:  
ARA alone on an empty stage. 
 
ARA: I’m a lonely child 
I feed on grief  
I’m the dark web’s soul,  
I’m the midnight thief. 
My aim is true, my heart is numb 
The future waits in the barrel of my gun. 
 
Streets, schools, mosques and malls 
Churches, temples, sacred halls 
Open wide, they call to me 
Baby’s on shooting spree 
Talk me down. 
 
I am a lonely child, yes, an lonely child  
Never anyone but me 
No one to talk me up 
No one to talk me down.  
Talk me up,  
Talk me down 
Talk me down. 
 
Tell me this my broken friend 
Am I how the world will end? 
Shoot me dead on live tv. 
Look at me.  
Don’t look at me.  
Look at me.  
Don’t look 
Talk me down. 
 
They put freedom on the run  
Everybody’s got a gun 
Lock and load.  
Sit and wait.  
Love’s a joke.  
So is hate. 
Life is cheap. 
Death is free.  
Look at me.  
Don’t look at me 
 

 
Talk to me.  
Don’t talk to me. 
Talk me up.  
 
Don’t talk me up. 
Talk me down. 
 
I am a lonely child, yes, a lonely child  
Never anyone but me 
No one to talk me up 
No one to talk me down.  
Talk me up,  
Talk me down. 
 
(Dream)  
I must live in the world I was born to 
Not the dream you dreamed for me. 
Some dark night, if you can 
Wake me up, take my hand 
Wake me up 
Take my hand 
Comfort me… 
 
I’m a lonely child,  
I feed on grief  
I’m the dark web’s soul,  
I’m the midnight thief. 
 
I am a lonely child, yes, a lonely child  
Never anyone but me 
No one to talk me up 
No one to talk me down.  
Never anyone but me 
Talk me down. 
Talk me down. 
 
(Nightmare)  
I must live in the world I was born to 
This cold world torturing me. 
Let me sleep 
Let me dream 
I‘m exactly what I seem 
The mad child that nobody sees. 
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(Talk Me Down, Continued) 
 
Tell me this my broken friend 
Am I how the world will end? 
Shoot me dead on live tv. 
Look at me.  
Don’t look at me.   
 
Talk me up. 
Take me out. 
Shoot me down. 
Shoot me down. 
Shoot me down. 

Sound: Fusillade. 

 

Blackout. 
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2M,1G. Play #6, Jouissance. Song #4:  We Sing of Love Song #4  Khalid, ALHAM, ensemble.  

Hear full demo: Alham, Khalid and the Ensemble, WE SING OF LOVE.  

English-Arabic translation, Saïd Elouellad. 

Song #4:  We Sing of Love 

KHALID   An ancient truth            ALHAM  We are peace 

KHALID   Lies in our bones              ALHAM  We are peace  

KHALID   We are war      ALHAM  We are peace 

  KHALID   We pray and feast              ALHAM  To be released. 

 

KHALID/ALHAM 

(Chorus: ensemble)  We are cruel and we are kind 

Kill what we fear, we wander, blind. 

We grieve and pray, we weep alone 

In the infinite swirl of the vast unknown. 

We raise our voice, to our Gods, above 

We sing again, we sing of love. 

 
Narfaa sawtana, lillai, fawq 

Wa naish thani, noghani lilhob 

 

ALHAM  Love comes to us on fragile wings 

Silver bright and quick to flee 

Love finds delight by cooling springs 

Alights to sing in ecstasy. 

 

KHALID:   The tethered soul looks back and down 

The tether frays, our troubles cease. 

We rise toward celestial sounds 

By love redeemed, we pray and feast. 

   

ENSEMBLE: We are cruel and we are kind 

Kill what we fear, we wander, blind. 

We grieve and pray, we weep alone 

In the infinite swirl of the vast unknown. 

We raise our voice, to our Gods, above 

We live again, we sing of love. 

Narfaa sawtana, lillahi, fawq 

Wa naish thani, noghani lilhob! 

 

Segue to . . . 
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2M,1G. Song #5  Jouissance*: Five Simple Songs:  Solo Voices,  Ensemble and Choral.  

Hear full demo of JOUISSANCE: The Ensemble. 

*Jouissance: French, noun; physical or intellectual pleasure.  

(OED) mirth, festivity, sexual pleasure. 

 

Song #5:  Jouissance 

BARITONE   When the world is too much with you 

ALTO  Come to me. Come to me. 

   

TENOR     Simple joys and earthly pleasures 

SOPRANO   Live in me. Live in me. 

 

ALTO  When I’m tired and over-burdened 

SOPRANO   Strengthen me. Strengthen me. 

 

TENOR   Sitting silent, seeking wisdom  

ALTO  Rest with me. Rest with me. 

 

SOPRANO Who am I?  What can I offer? 

BARITONE Ecstasy. Ecstasy. 

 

SOPRANO Pierced by pain, constrained and raging 

ALTO      Jealousy. Jealousy. 

 

BARITONE  Wanting, waiting, running, weeping 

TERNOR   Pleasure me. Pleasure me. 

 

SOPRANO Rising, falling, never ending 

ENSEMBLE   Mystery. Mystery. 

 

ENSEMBLE:  Sit and wait, embrace the silence 

Peace unmasked will come unbidden   

Love and pain and joy will find you 

Past the edge of contemplation  

Past the edge of contemplation 

Love and pain and joy will find you 

Peace unmasked will come unbidden.  

Sit and wait, embrace the silence.  

 

BARITONE  Past our agonized beginning,  

ALTO   Past the milky child in slumber,  

TENOR  Past the edge of joy and pleasure 

SOPRANO Lies the naked revelation … 
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(Men)  Jouissance.  

(Women)  Jouissance.   

(All)  Jouissance 

 

ENSEMBLE   

Past our agonized beginning. 

Jouissance. 

Past the milky child in slumber. 

Jouissance. 

Past the edge of joy and pleasure 

Jouissance. 

Lies the naked revelation … 

(Men)  Jouissance.  

(Women)  Jouissance.   

(All)  Jouissance.  

   

Flood your soul  

Jouissance. 

Flood the world  

Jouissance. 

Flood the night  

Jouissance. 

Flood your dreams . . . 

With jouissance. 

 

 

End: Two Monkeys, One Grape 

 

Exeunt All 
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Two Monkeys, One Grape 
 

Cast Distribution  
 
 
Older Man:   
Play #1 The Professor / #2 Victor / #3 Helicopter Parent / #3 Delivery Person / #5 The PROF 
essor, again / #6 Ensemble 
 
Older Woman:   
Play #1 The Doktor (off stage, v/o, play #1)  / #2 Margo / #3 The Doktor, again / #4 ALHAM / #5 
Buddha/#6 Ensemble 
 
Middle-aged Man:   
Play #2 Ben / #3 Monkey / #4 KHALID / #5 Leo / #5 Horacio / #6 Ensemble 
 
Younger Woman:   
Play #2 Jessica / #3 Daisy / Nemesis  / #5 Nurse Carole /  #5 Marielle /#5 Jesus / #6 Ensemble 
 
Younger Man:   
Play #2 Matthias / #3 ARA* / #5 Mustapha / #5 Shiva|Shivaa / #6 Ensemble 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


